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public schools.

List of letters advertised for the
Night school is being held now three
week ending Jan. 17th, ’94, at the HolK. O. T. M,
evenings
a week— Monday, WednesOresoentTent, No.68, meets in K. O. T. M. land Post Office: Chas. W. Baker,
Hall at 7: 80 p m., on Monday night next. All Dora. Ver Hotel, Harm Scheppers, day and Friday, in one of the baseBlr Knights are cordiallyinvited to attend.
ment rooms of the Central school.
CheapestLife InsuranceOrder known. Full Will Strait, Cornelius Van Werigen.
particularsgiven on application
The
attendance is good
G. J. Van Durbn, P.
Will Bbbtman,

Sec'y.

M

.

W.

A.

A. W. Rigol, Commander.
Hollet, R. K.

DENTIST,

het Trowbridge of this county,
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Barley II owt
Corn w bushel ..................... ,
Gate v bushel ......
......... 28
Glover seed 9 bushel
Potatoes fl bushel
Flour fi barrel....
Oornmeal, bolted, S owt ......
Cornmeal, unbolted, V owt.
.
Ground feed
Middlings V owt

Holland City State Bank,
Second Floor.
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16
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Chickens, dressed, lb (live 50 6 c).. .
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Innual Meeting.

somewhere in the west-

IMITATOR

WHY?

offer of

News and
strange

son prison. Both were of the same

The Holland City

the Chicago

Weekly

Inter-

Ocean, one year, for $1,25, paid in advance

is

still open,

and many are avail-

ing themselvesof the opportunity.

aries paid.

subject of Rev. E. Van der
Vries, in the Market street H. C. Ref.
church, Sunday evening, will he “The

The

Confession of Christ.”

Alford A. Finch’s oldest son William
very low with typhoid fever. H*
was recovering nicely from a recent atis

tack, when a relapse set in.
Fred Names, the Olive township
A special meeting of Star of Bethl*man who wanted to liberate murderer
hem
Chapter No. 40 O. B. L., will t»
Prendergast from Chicago Jail, has

_

been sent to the asylum at Pontiac,

111.

on

held on Saturday evening, Jan. 20th,
for initiation. All members are requested to he present. x

-

A bill has been Introduced in conA fatal accident occurred Tuesgress providing that all regulations
day
at Borculo, twelve miles northand laws relating to life saving apeast
from here. Berend Alderlng,
pliances shall apply to sail vessels as
while riding on a load of hay, was inwell as to steam vessels.
stantly killed bythe team running
Dr. J. W. Bosnian of Kalamazoo has away and throwing him breast downbeen elected secretary ot the Kalama- ward upon a stump. He was fortyzoo Academy of Medicine,at the an- five years old and unmarried. /
nual meeting held there this week.
The beautiful cantata “Snow White
Dr. Foster Pratt Is the president.
and the Seven Dwarfs,” will ho preW. II. Beach, member of the harbor sented at Lyceum Opera House, Friboard, has been engaged this week ip day evening, Feb. 2, by some of the
collecting the necessary data and ending musiciansof the city, assisted
statisticalinformationto back up conby a chorus of 40 children. Neither
gressman Richardson in his efharts dn time nor expense has been spared te
behalf of an appropriation for Holland
make this the success of the season.

Saugatuck Commercial: Tho C. & W. harbor.
M. takes not kindly to the idea of
The plastering of tho new Graves’
changing the name of East Saugatuck library building on the college campus
Grand Rapids, has resigned as pastor
of the WestminsterPresb. church. station. But proceedings to have the is finished. The carpenter work is
name of the post-officechanged will likewise nearing completion and Is
In June last the Doctor was here and
go right on Just the same.
receiving the finishing touches at the
preached the baccalaureatesermon to
Attorney General Ellis has filed an hands of the painters. The intergraduatingclass of Hope College.
opinion in which ht holds that a per- ior work throughout is in keeping with
During the limited good skating at
son whose name appears on the ticket the outside appearances of the buildthe close of last week Black Lake was
as a candidatefor a township office at ing and the whole reflects creditably
well patronized. THfc scene especialany election,would not he entitled to upon all that have had a part In tho
y in the evening was one of those old
sit or officiate as inspector, or act as construction of this beautifulediflee.
time festivities,such as we have but
canvasser, at such election.
rarely enjoyed of late years. The ice
The Ottawa County Building and
boat that was seen sweeping over the
From the call that has Just been is- Loan Associationhas Just Issued its
surface was fitted out by Martin Beu- sued we notice that the ninth annual 22nd, quarterly report. Wo learn
kema and the Walsh-De Roo milling session of the Michigan State Assem- from it that the total assets are $125,bly Knights of Labor will be held In 490.71, of which $121,400 Is loaned on
hands.

An annual meeting of the stock
holders of the Ottawa Fur. Co. will he
held at the office of said Company, on
lage of Zeeland.
Jan. 31st, 1894, at two o’clock, P. M.,
for the purpose of electing a board of
directors of said Company, and receivWe heartily endorse the following:
ing and acting upon the report of the “Asa rule, cards of thanks are not
Because of his efforts to try and president, secretary and treasurerof
make what some might call photo- said Company, and for the transactionacceptable matter for a paper. MoregraphSi and headin^ hts statlonery of such other business as may lawfully over, we deem them unnecessary and

ern suburbs of the little vil-

Our

<

60
90 order of long haired cranks, and erring
80 along the same line of practice.
80
4 50
Rev. Sanford H. Cobh, D. D.,' of
50

Branj? cwt
Hay fi ton

WE LEAD
tor

.

to say, occupy adjoining cells in Jack65
42

Wheat 9 bushel

Office over

Prince Michael of Detroit and Prop-

THE MARKETS.
Buckwheat

morn-

ing and evening at tho German Lutheran church, by Rev. Roese of Grand
1 Maud Hughes, the harpist, at LyHaven.
feeum Opera house, Wednesday next.
“Chip o’ the Old Block,” at Lyceum * Tho Berkey & Gay furniture factory
Opera Housej Tuesday evening, at Grand Rapldf has made a uniform
cut of 25 per cent in all wages and salJan. 30.

Matt. Notier and wife-nee Zalsman, tional Interests.

NEWSPAPER

..

'AsTjetwetm Hill and

it.

Office Hours

'

hi

has had a hard week of it.
Don’t suppress the hoy’s activity- day (Saturday)are subject to collection
Wednesday, Jan. 81, will be observed
by levy.
direct
,
as prayer-dayfor colleges and oducaThere will be services Sunday

on

52.

says winter?

All taxes remaining unpaid after to-” declined the call to Harrison, Dak.

56 cents.

EYE, Lilt, .Y0SE.HI> THROAT.

Publishers.

Who

a

Three Ottawa county men are seruntil 9:00 a. m.: ving life sentences in Jackson prison. celebrated their silver wedding Monday evening. *
Rttoa of slvsrtlilngmad* known on applica- from H until 2 p. m.; 6 until 10 p. m.
tion.
Marshal Van Ry will start out MonCovert township, Van Buren Co.,
HoiXiND Oitt Nswb Printing Bouse, Van dee Ho- 15, Eighth st. Holland, leh. day on his semi-annualcollecting tour
der Veen Block, Elglith 8t., Holland,Mich.
has 56,000 peach trees and 10,000 trees
of water rates.
13 ly
have already been sold by a single firm
LAWS.
E. C. Oggel, of the N. W. Academy for next spring’s planting.
If lubscrlbenorder the discontinuanceof
of Orange City, la , has been tendered
Dr.
Parry Jones.
newspapers,the publishers may continueto
At the annual meeting of the Allethe position of principal of a military
•end them until all arrears are paid.
gan-Ottawa
Farmers’ Ins. Co., Luke
If subscribers refuse or neglectto take
Physician
Surgeon. academy at Scotland Neck, N. C.
their newspapers from the office to which
Lugers
of Holland was re-elected one
(Successor
to
Dr.
J.
O.
Hnlcenga.)
they are sent, they are held reeposlble unU]
Favored by the mild weather the of the directors for Ottawa county.
they have sottleo their bills and ordeied
them discontinued.
...
Office— .New building of Holland work in connectionwith the new elecIf subscribers move to other places withThe library hoard are about to make
out Informingthe publishers. ai\d the new s- City State Bank, cor. Eighth and Riv- tric light plant is progressing finely. It
papers are sent to the former place of resi- er sts. Rooms— New City Hotel.
a creditable addition to the public
is said the lights will be on in about
dence, they are then responsible.
library, and are devoting the necestwenty days.
CONCERNING DELINQUENT SUBSCRIBERS:
sary time to a judiciousselection of
The latest postal laws are such that newspaper publishers can have arrested any one
We learn that at least one party in new volumes.
for fraud who takes a paper and refuses to
this city will put in a bid for the perpay for It. Under this law the man who al' F. & A. M.
Friday, Jan. 20, it will he 57 years
lows his subscription to run along for some
Regular Commanloattonsof Uxrrr Lodok, No. manent office and court room fixtures
time unpaid and then orders it discontinued,
that Michigan was admitted into the
191, F. A A. M., Holland, Mich., will be held at
of the new court house. The commitMasonloHall. on the evening of Wednesday,Jan.
union as atstate.In some places the
25. March 1, March 99, April 26. May 24, June 28, tee meets on Monday to award the
er, lays himself liable to arrest and fine.
July 28, August 23, Sept, 20, Oct. 28. Nov. 22, Dec.
event will be duly observed in the

MULDER BROS.,

NO.

20, 1894.

house pn his block on Fifteenthstreet.

Homeopathic Physician and

emit to than

50

advance. . .

SATURDAY* JAN.

CITY AND VICINITY.

MS

HOLLAND CITY

MICE.,

.

There will be a union installation
service of the L. O. T. M.
O. T. M

and

the

K.

on Saturday evening (20tb)v

in K. O. T. M. and S.
of V. halls. All members, their
riends and ladles, are invited.
general invitation cannot be given on
account of lack of accommodation.
at 7:30 o’clock,

and 14. Assem-

A

A supper will be served at the close of
the service.

At the annual meeting of the Cappon & Bertsch Leather Co., held in
this city Tuesday, the old board of
directors was re-elected: I. Cappon,
J. Bertsch, M. C. Burch, Wm. Cartright and J. Hummel. In the evening the directors gave a banquet at
the City Hotel to the stockholders,
at which spread there were seated: J.
Bertsch, M. C. Burch, P. Yolpert,
Will Bertsch of Grand Rapids, I. Cappon, J. R. Kleyn, Geo. Ballard, J.
Hummel, G. Laepple, J. J. Cappon,
A. Zuidema, of this city, Jas. Clark,
of St. Louis, Mo., and A. D. Noble, of
ot Detroit,Mich. Hides and bark
were dispelled from the mind for the

first mortages on real estate in Holone reiresen- land and vicinity. The profits of this
tative tor every fifty members and quarter are $8,528.51, total surplus M7,
a fraction Jbhereof.J. B. Sovereign, 784.79. This Is an excellent showing
the new general master workman will for the five and a half years it has
‘‘ZEEIjAND ART GALLERY.’’
come before such meeting.
uncalled for. No friend or neighbor
Now there is only ONE “ZEELAN D
James Huntley, Pres.
be present and deliver an address.
been doing business. We understand
expects to be publicly thanked for doART GALLERY.”
Geo. W. Browning, Secy.
ing a hounden duty in caring for the
A telegram from Toronto, Ont., that during the hard times withdrawNext door to the post office
Holland, Mich., Jan. 16,4894.
sick or dead. Let the old-time cus- states that E. G. Molenaar, of whose als have been paid promptly, with a
tom become obsolete, for, like resolu* absconding full particulars were given good interest.So far there have been
MiwtoStwkholdera.
Van Koeverlno Bros.
no foreclosures,as it is the aim of the
The annual meeting of the Stock tious of societiesand organized bodies, last week, has been arrested in that
Have secured the services of
asssoclation to aid its members in time being and the evening spent In
holders of the Wolverine Electric they become stereotyped and in a cer- city. He was found in a hotel regisLight Co., will be held at the office of tain sense, meaningless.”
tered under an assumed name. He keeping instead of depriving them a right social entendre.
the Company at 4 o’clock,p. m., Tuessurrendered$20,000 worth of valuables of their homes.
E.
“Received of the Great Camp K. O.
The practical, way to get a canning
day, January 30, 1894.
and informed the officer of the whereT. M. of Michigan, on the 7th day of
J. Huntley. Pres.
factory located in Holland, would be
The
visit
of
Rev.
J.
T.
Bergen
has
A PEER IN HIS PROFESSION.
January, 1894, Two Thousand Doir
A. McNab, Sec’y.
abouts of the remainder of the plunto Imitate Tarverae City. They were
been postponed a few days, and he is lars. my claim in full for life insur. ..
A Beacon light In the Photographic world.
der. He consented to return to New
anxious there to have a pea canexpected to arrive here a week from ance held by my late husband, Jaios
Fair Premiums.
Twelve years constantlyunder a skylight,workYork on being assured that he would
ing In some of the bast Gellerie*in the laud enaThe Board of Directors of the South ning establishment and the citinext Tuesday. During bis stay In this B. Brown, in Cresent Tent, No. 88,
not be prosecuted if he surrendered
K. O. T. M., for which please accept
biee ne to guaranteesatisfactionin every In- Ottawa and West Allegan Agricul- zens appointed a qommittee to cancity he will he the guest of President
thanks, and also for the prompt pay•tanoe. The work needs no comments.It speaks tural Society will meet all those that vass among the farmers of the vicinity the securities.
and Mrs. G. J. Kollen. Ai far as ar- ment of the same.
have
been
awarded
premiums
at
the
for itself at the
to find out how many acres they would
The mild weather has frustrated for ranged, or contemplated, the brief
Jennie C. Brown.”
late Fair, on Wednesday, January 31,
The above speaks for Itself. It Is
1894, at 1 o’clock p. in., at G. A. R. devote to the growing of peas. This the time being all prospects for an time allowed by his three days’ visit
committee reported that eighty- two abundant ice harvest. During the will he occupied by a lecture before the fourth claim paid by the K. O. T.
Next door to post office. hall, Holland.
J. Kbkkhof,
acres had been pledged, with a proba- cold snap last week the ice had gath- the Yonng Men's Christian Associa- M. in this city, with like promptness.
Secretary.
Lees than a year ago Mr. Van Koeveriugputbility of twice as much later.
ered a thicknessof about live inches, tion In the Lyceum Hull on Thursday The K. 0. T. M. is tho leading fraterHolland, Jan. 10. 1894. 51-3\v.
chasTd the “ZeelaudArt Gallery” with tbeumlerof clean solid ice. This has nearly all evening,Feb. 1: an address before the nal life insurance society in this state
etandlng there was to be no opposition,at an
Pev. C. A. Jaookes was called this
exorbitantprice. *,Iolltatl>r,,
sioilfleed principle
Fifty to Twenty per cent discount
disappeared. Unless there should be students of Hope College in the chap- and Is making rapid progress in all
and justice,oast his pride to the four winds,
week to the funeral of his uncle, the
tooroed tbefl ger of contempt,and oloasomed on Silver plated ware, at
a severe change, and that right soon, el on the afternoon of Wednesday oth^r states. The above makes the
H. Wykhuyben. Rev. Dr. Daniel C- Jacokes, at Pontiac/
out a full fledgedAftlst (f» hit mind).
the crop this season must come (that being the day of prayer for col- nine hundredth claim paid by thisorThe e ist of bis arts that adorn t ic columnsof
Mich., who died at the age of 82 years,
certainpapers,conld have been saved by making
largely from Northern Michigan, as leges), and a lecture before .the stu- •lor since its organization twelve years
Dr.
Price’s
Cream
Baking
Powder
eTaniry at home. 1 »r what has hern said exprea*.
over fifty of which had been devoted
was the case a lew winters ago. To dents of the Western Theol. Seminary ago. and recommends Itself to all who
m the sentiment of every honest man in the
Most Perfect Made.
to the ministry. Besides several
community and is the truth In every lustunce
all of which the Chicago & West Mich- on the evening of the same day in the desire an equitable and reliable life
Gold and silver Watches in large charges in tills state he had served as
igan and the Grand Rapids & Indiana First Ref. church. Tuesday evening insurance.
supplies, very cheap, at
chaplain in the army,missionaryainong
railroad companies would not seriously a reception and social will be held in
• H. Wykhuysen.
the Indians, presiding elder, state
The second and last concert of the
object.
the parlorsofthe Young Women's
commissioner of educationat the
Breymun-Nykerkcourse will be given
Child
Cry for Centennial, member of the state board Saturday evening as L. Reus, wife and Christian Association,or la Hope
who Is the rnu \ Any man pualcg out tkkets
in Lyceum opera house, Wednesday
on hi* work fora new kind
I'bochurch.
greph U a fraud there is no such phot-, mode Pitcher’s Castorla.
of corrections and charities,and chap- lady friend, of North Holland, were
evening, Jau. 24. Miss Hughes, harpfnribar mow tbla imitator's ads read : free pho
lain of the Pontiac asylum for the in- driving home from the Schubert coniM do not bo dwel ved it Is only a catch . Yon
Photographer A. M. Burgess, many jste, supportedby Mrs. Palmer, violinLost.
have to pay for the fl.st dozen atd the only we
cert they were overtaken by another
sane.
nhotos yon get aw two or thwe extra. Is this
years a resilient of and for one term istc, and Miss Dunning, soprano, conbuggy this side of theGroningenbridge.
A pocket book, containing a small
not fraud, if not. what Is It? We ate nut tu Zeealderman in this city, died suddenly titute tlie company. Owing to other
land for our health,oo aw not mating our work sum of money. Owner will please
C. J. De Roo, manager of the Walsh- There were two In the buggy and one
free of charge; uni are making a superiorgrade
at Muskegon, his present home, up. leetings that evening, the curtain
leave same at the post office.
Of photos tbit can not be excelled by any R* 1*7
De Roo Milling Co., was at Lansing got out and grabbed Reus’ horse bythe
Get your
Wednesday afternoon .-^lie lefi on will notilfiamLRHft-o'clOck.
In the state at the lowest possibleprice. This Is
last' week attending the Annual Meet- bit.' Reus In his fright struck his
where the sh->e pinches.The public go with tho
seats
reserved
at
Breyman’jj
on
and af*
From
now
on Overcoats are sold begallery on Pinestreetand went across
omwd and the crowd goes te oor place. What
ing of the Michigan Millers’State As- horse a heavy blow with the whip so it
ter
9
o’clock,
Tuesday
morning,
the
better advertisement fa needed, forthls Is only low cost at
the street to Brown's grocery store
published to wpudiete the He that has been clrLokker & Rutgers. sociation. At the last preceeding jumped and got clear of the fellow,at
23rd
inst.
On
account
of
the
bard
where
he
was
the
In
habit
of
visitenisled againstus . We ere commended by th«
meeting of the associations a commit- the same time throwing him under
Hon. C Von Loo. and recommended by such
ing oceasidnully.lie took a chair and times the admission is placed at 3&
•nan ua Mr. Jacob Van den Bosch, A. De Krnlf
nnd every businessman In Zeeland. We have
Children Cry for tee was appointed to investigate as to the wheels of Reus’ buggy. No clue sat near thh stove. After being there cents to all parts of the house.
new varieties of wheat suited to the has as yet been found as to who the
taken ordew for nearly two thousandcabinet
Says the G. R. Review: An honor to
a few minutes he (complained of not
Pitcher’s Castorla.
soil and climate of Michigan,with due way-laying parties are. The scare
a
Grand
Rapids woman pleases notonfeeling wellpnd Wgan acting as if he
wa and Allegan Ca.wltli this Imitators name Inreferenceto large yield per acre as however was sufficientto confine the
ly
her
family
and friends, but Is a pride
eoribed thereonwere made by McDeroiai-d.
would fall dftwfi. j Medical aid was at
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder
well as good milling qualities. This women to a bed of sickness.
This Is wheie bis reputationaa an artistcomes
to
the
society
of which she is a memonce summoned and the doctors did
World's Fair Hisfaest Award.
committee was able, with the assisber
as
in
the
case of Miss Maud
,r0“”
McDERMAND
A company of about fifty, young what they cohid to revive Mr. Bur- Hughes, whose playing attracted the
tance of Prof. R. C. Kedzie of the
wtU dow be found at the Zeeland Art Gal e' y
gess. He wasWmoved to his photoState Agricultural College, to present and old, comprising the active memgraph gallery,ft part ofjwhichwas al- atteotion of Madame Chatterton in
bership
of
the
Epworth
League
and
a very interesting report on the quesVan Koeverlim Bros , Props.,
Chicago,and Hie was engaged to play
so occupiedby Glmself and family as a
tion, which was the subject of much the Band of Workers of the M. E.
Opp. H. De Kruif, ZEELAND.
home. Ten miputes after that he five days In Festival Hall, Jackson
discussion at the meeting, and which church, gathered at the residenceof
died. The caoseof death is said to he Park, in Sept. ImL The music festibids fair to be productive of Impor- Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Bertsch, on
paralysis of tjie ckrdlac nerve, the re- val will be entirely with harps. The
Dr. D. W. Sarah
tant beneficialresults to the farmers Tenth street, Wednesday evening.
sult
of excessive indulgence In alco- soloistsare to arrive the middle of next
and millers of Michigan. A commit- The object of their visit was two-fold.
Chief Consulting
holic
drinks Justice Collins swore in month from Europe. This is indeed
tee was also appointed to confer with They were after a “good time” themphysicianof The O.
ajury,
andftdjourn'ed the Inquest un- an honor, and a host of friends conthe authorities at Washington with selves,and at the same time desired
E. Miller Rupture
til the Evening. \ In the mean- gratulate Miss Hughes upon her sucTreatment Co., of
the aim o/ securing .a modificationof to give their friend a good “send off”
time Corotoer Dove heard of the death cess.
the prohibitivetariffs which some on his contemplated western trip. At
and in turn swore In a Jury, which From the Q. R. Eao'e: To Mlsa
European countries have in effect the prot>er hour the pastor, Rev. C. A.
Hotel from Tuesday
Mildred Dunning, with her beautiful
against Americanwheatand flour, and Jacokes,
----- ^ stepped
... forward and in a neat heard the testimony of witnesses and voice and charming stage presence.
morning Jan. 23rd
**•••• - ..... .....
to Saturday noon
another committee was charged with address' presented the host and hostess returneda verdict of death from the
cause stated. A letteV was found on was entrusted the vocal numbers of the
Jan. 27th. Consultasecuring lower freight rates during with ft; beautiful silver pitcher and
tion, Examinationand Ottawa Counhis pereon from Mrs. Burgess, who1 program. She sang delightfully and
the period of navigation from interior tray to which the recipients replied as
MOST PERFECT MADE.
ty references free.
was visitingfriends at Grand Rapids, 1 received such a hearty reception that
A pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Free points In Michigan that depend well as Dhe surprise - permitted.
and she was immediately notified of she had to respond with an additional*
Family Supplies ftud Choice Groce- from Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant Up0n railroad transportation for their Good cheer, a good spread, and a good
her husband’s
selection.
ries,
Wjl Swift,
40 YEARS THE STANDARD. . outlet to the
time marked the evening.
this city,

Feb. 13

blies will be entitled to

McDermand

Mr.

52-2w
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BATUBDAY, JAX.

90, 1899.

Mich.

Holland,

in
silver and rosewood,two or three different sorts of bath tubs in each room.
After all my descriptionI’ve come
to the point where I can tell you why
it

For tt»

m
Trains depart from

California,

kins took the furniture,paintings
Bbbkilet, Cal., Dec. 31, ’93.
etc., except the chairs and an imMr. Editor :— Nine yean ago to* mense carved dining table, and remortsw we landed in San F
tted to the east After a time she

81.00

lUpid*..

fl

80 *5 00

Desire to bestow a mark of

^

Wshavsjoit opened boslnsM In the ftore forP. O.— 2172. Residence, West Elevmerly occupied By Dr. Wm. Van Patten
enth street, second door from Ward
and bare aU tea landing Pat33-tf.
KNT HlDICIKM.

p.m. a.m.
2 08 *1230

was given to the Uuniveralty of ForOhicaco

and for what purpose.
When Mr. Hopkins died Mrs. Hop-

Holland CRT News.

A California Letter.

Lessons—Instrumental,
80 cent per
hour. Private Lessons, 50c., 75c., and

HoUand:

school.

p.m.

and
art and
water...........

ceS^pWeST1168

Manistee

0f

PBW

during the holiday

Mendshli

seasotfi go to

i

mttan
^ g; van
SORTS

Big Rapid a.*....
Wm. Swift.
Traverse City.
dfc
Mr. Searls, an artistic literary
tleman, much younger than her- “ Allegan
10 05
“I know an old soldier who bad
liquors,
self. At her death it was found all ** OharleTOlx.PeAnd make
chronic diarrhoea of long standing to
tosky
ration. Ite climate, its scenery and its the immense wealth had -been beyour
selection
from
a
Beautiful
Line
for Medicinal Purposes.
push are elements which fascinate queathed to him. This Nob Hill house
of Ladies’ embroidered handkerchiefs.
every dweller in this wonderland of which cost near two millions, possibTrains Arrive of Holland.
the Pacificslope, and holds him a per- ly more, was a white elephant on his
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manent citizen.
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hands, for
he did not desire to come to
p.m. a.m p.m. p.m. Mlnnea
ipolis, Minn. "I have sold the
We are feeling the depression of the California, as his life is spent for the From Chicago ...... p.m.
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remedyr in this city for over seven
financialsituation of the country, but most part in Europe. The question
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years and consider it superior to any
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not as you do in the East, if one may came, what disposition to make of the
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other medicine now on tne market for
believe the papers.
mansion? He offered it to the Art
Grand Haven. 10 05 2 00 945 10 05 1145 bowel complaints.25 and 50 cent bot- Special attentiongiven to the careful compoundtlie Mid-Winter Fair open- Institute as a gift, but the taxes were
Jan. 1st tl
a.m.
Fascinators, from 25c up to 81.50.
ing of preecrlptloni
tles of this remedy for sale by Heber
“ Manistee
109 R.m. 12 80
ing takes place. The buildings are so enormous that the Institute could
“
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Walsh, Holland, Mich.
fine, and a great many of them.' One not afford to accept the gift So
Infants’ Silk and Woolen Hoods.
12 30 209
•* Traverse City.
lone bill will have water raised to its then he gave it to the University.
a.m. p.m.
“ Allegan
8 10 6 10 ....
Finest Brands of Cigars.
top, to come down its side in picture This at once converted it into state
'• Petoskey ...... 18 80
2 66
esqiie cascades,jjmptjing into" a la- property, upon which no taxes have to
goon, upon which will sail gondolas be paid. It is to be used as an art galother trains week days only.
*yFor the accommodationof the public
and small launches. Much of the lery and for college extension work.
Our Line of
we have put in a full tupply of ttampfl,
Chicago exhibit will come to the fair Already many fine paintings,engravWheaBaby wu ddc, we gave her CMtorl*.
postal cards and wrapper!
Hosiery is the most complete in the
Mot 1>» l9Mand the whole will bear a very striking ings and etchings have been given.
When ahe wm a Child, she cried for Oaitorla,
similarity to the Columbian ExposiThis University stands fifth in rank, LANSING A
R.R. When she became Mlfl^flhe dung to Oafltorfa,
city.
tion. As the fair progresses I may so you can understand we are Justly
a.m. p.m. p.m. p.m. When ahe had CMdreo, flbe gate them Oaitorte.
from time to time write you of it
proud of it. We have a fine Y. M. C. L'v Grand
id Rapids.
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We are getting our winter rains in A. and Y. W. O. A. building, the ffift Ar. Grand Ledge,
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abundance, thus securing large crops of a large hearted woman of Berkeley.
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U 56 160
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HowelL ......
Step in as
for the next year.
It cost 880,000, and is built Just at the
COUNT! OF OTTAWA.
1140 526
10 25
Detroit,
I think I must write you of the entrance of the campus, that was dedyou pass by, and we will be glad to
Estate of EUtha G. HaIo, deceased.
ndRapl
7 40 4 50
magnificentgift to our State Univer- icated a year and a half ago.
Many stubbornand aggravating cases The undersigned having been appointedby show you our goods.
9 15 6 15
Ar. Hpwi
rard Olt
the Judge of Probataof laid County, Oommlssity of the Mark Hopkins mansion on
If this letter is not too long and too
of rheumatismthat were believed to Bloner*on Olaima In the matter of saldteatate,
Ed mo re,..
9 57 7 00
Nob Hill. San Francisco. Hopkins prosy, I’ll write again about our Mid10 50 745
Alma, .....
be incurable and accepted as life and six months from the Ninth day of NovemSt. Louis,.
11 00 8 12
was one of the Southern Pacific mag- winter Fair and its exhibits.
A. D. 1888, having boon allowed by said
[acles, have yielded to OhamberSaginaw,..
13 20 9 37
go of Probate to all persona bolding claim!
nates. with Cracker and Stanford, and
n’s Fain Balm, much to the surprise
Very Respectfully,
said estate, in which to preoeot their
out of it he saflHM his millionsupon
of the sufferers.One oftiima to ui
tu for examination and adjustment:
1 * A, .A
GEO. DE HAVEN, GeneralPassengerAfent,and gratificationOf
Alice
E. S. Banos.
we will
millions.
Tueodaj
This house isj)Ullt after the fashion 2311 Bancroft Way.
J. O. HOLCOMB, Agent.0™1
it. A. D.
and on _____ ____
of a palace. You ascend broad granite
the real1884, at ten o, dock a. m. of each
steps to a porch tesselatedwith difSd!'Mkhr sale by
denoe of Cbarlee K. Hoyt, in the
§•!£
of HodI VII
1 1 l\Ul
1 0
,
Itch on human and horses and all
ion vine, In said Oeunty, to reodra
ferent colored marble. The entrance animals cured in 30 minutes by Woolanob olaima.
hall is generous with carved wood- ford’s Sanitary Lotion. This never
November Mb, A. D. 1858.
DEALER IN
From now on Overcoatsare sold be- Dated, chableskThoyt.i^
work and Inlaid floor; on either sides fails. Sold by Heber Walsh, di
CHARLES K. HOYT, I nmnmleekmare
low cost at
WM. WHIPPLE, JR. j Oommliaioneri
are elegantly appointed cloak rooms. Holland, Mich.
Lokker & Rutgers.
This hall opens into the grand hall,
is immense in size, open to the roof
Guardian’s Sale.
Children Ciy for
which is of the finest stained glass and
In the matter of tb# Estate of Garde De FeyExplanation.
tor. Frederick De Fey ter. MarlnuADe Feyter,
lets in a “dim religious light.” The
There is a report, Just called to my and Hendrlka Da Feyter,Minora.
Pitcher’s Castorla.
floor is inlaid wood, and tne carving
attention, to tne effect that I pracNotice la banby given that I shan Boll ot Pahand inlaid work aid onyx columns are
tice special medicine, on Eye, Ear, etc., lie Aaotfon, to the highest bidder on
marvels of elegance and exquisite
There is a good reason for popularionly. How or why this report was Monday, the ftnd day of January, A. D. 1894.
workmanship.
tv of Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy.
circulated I do not know, except that at 10 o'clock.In tb# forenoon,at the nromteM
herein offered tor sate and hereinafter deecrlbed
Opening into that are the grand Davis & Buzard, of West Monterey.
special work done has lead to this
in the city of Holland, in the oountvolOttawa,
salons, four of them ensidte. The first Clarion Co., Pa., say: “It has cured
port, or it was done for a puroose.
in the
of Michigan, pursuant to License and
is the maple room, every bit of the people that our physicianscould do
1 came here to succeed Dr. J. G. authoritygranted to me on the twelfth day of
Huntley,
woodwork carved in the most delicate not!
September,
A. D. 1861, by the Probate Court
thing for. Wejpersuaded
of Ottawa Ooanty, Michigan, all of the right
designs that one can imagine; tiny try a bottle of Chamberlain’s Cough
title, interestor estate
of aald
Minora;
In or to
lSaof
said
^ fj^B
flowers, leaves and vines, the fire Remedy and they recommend It with Best assorted lumber-yard in
that osrtalnpteos or pared of land sitaatedand
places and cabinets and frames of the the rest of us.” 25 and 50-cent bottles
Ooanty
of Ottawa, Bute ot Michithe i)ity
Lumber of all get Into print one way or another, it
and doaoribad m follows, to- wit
immence mirrors which are set in the for sale by Heber Walsh, Holland,
immei
seems best that the current report be
undividedone-sixth 04) of lot number
kind!
ids and grades.
walls, wonderfuNycaryed. The walls Mich.
r-tix (W), hi tb#
denied, and I hope that no further ex four (4) of B look number twenty
are hung with heavv silk, tapestry
city of Holland, Ottawa County, plate of MIobplanation will be necessary.
Lath,
Shingles,
Building
delicate flower deembroidered
Dr. W. Parry Jones.
Dated October 6th. A D . 1068.
Carlton Cornwelll,foreman of the
signs, and the ceilings th(
le same way.
Brick, Sash,
46 7w
JOHN VAN DUK, Guardian.
Holland, Mich., Dec. 29, 1893.
The great chandeliersai
are in white Gazette, Middletown N. J., believes
Doors, Paints etc.
that
Chamberlain’s
Cough
Remedy
and gold filigree work.
Probate Order.
The second salon is in ebony, in- should be in every home. He used it
From now on Overcoats are sold belaid ‘with flower designs of cream wood for a cold and It effectedaspeedy cure. Plans and Specifications for low cost at
STATE OF MICHIGAN,I „
Countt of Ottawa,
Lokker & Rutgers.
so highly polished you can see your- He says: “It is indeed a grand remeStores, Residences, FactoAt a eeaalonof tbo Probate Ooart for the Coonself in it The gas lamps, which are dy, I can recommend to all. I have
vases out of which seem to grow the also seen it used for whooping cough,
ries and all sorts of Builtulips of light, are supported by huge with the best results.” 25 and 50
dings prepared on
on# thousand eight hundred and ninety four.
carved blifck onyx griffins, surrounded cent bottles for sale by Heber Walsh,
Present, JOHN V. B. GOODRICH, Judge
by flower wreaths in bronze. The Holland,Mich.
short notice.
Probate.
cabinets are all of ebony, Inlaid with
In tbe matter of the estate of Klaaaje Rouwhorst, deceased.
mother of pearl and carved, and mir- ^During the next Thirty Days we will
, Having purchased the
sell at greatly reduced prices: Dress
ron wherever one can be put.
The third salon is the water color Goods, Flanels, Cloaks and Jackets
C. L.
room, every bit of the wood, walls and Quilts, Shawls, Horse Blankets, anc
to
Box* of Ointment 'A Mter-ftillDf Cara tor ba tea loot wlU and toocamantofsaid daooaaed,
ceilings painted in water aolors. The all articlesfound in a well assorted I will be prepared to fill orders for
and
praying
tor tha appointment of himself
Lumber, Lath, and Shingles on
center of the ceiling appears to be a Dry Goods store.
administratorwith tba will annaxed theroof.
45 tf
Notier & Vebschtjre.
short notice.
•dd, which an pat afal u>d seldom • pmuomt ThereuponIt ts ordered,Thai Tuesday, tba
bit of blue sky, with filmy clouds pasran, aod often NfloMog in death. uixnMaaMiy.
sing over. The chandeliersare silver
TkbHtlh day o/Jamary nmt,
Why anduna thin terrible dlnenae?
ana cut glass.
Anul SUteient if the Famenf lotul
at 10 o'elook in tba toranooo,ba assignedfor
fi.
tba hearing of aald pottttoo.and tballho heirs
The fourth salon is the oak room, in
A box. 6 torja. GmcranteeeUaued br oui Menu. at taw of sou
Ittvuee CupuT if Ittm aid 11aald daoasMad
deeeassd and another panyns
parayns IIncarved wood, ceiling and walls, ex
tMgtod In
appear
n aald aatato.
estala, ora
art required
requhrad to
taagpearat
UPHOLSTERING
FURNIHolland,Mich., April 15, 1892.
cept the frieze which iajo pleated fl
legal Ciuties tir the year 1893
UmMMs » nation of sold Court, than
thra to beholden at tba
12TURE
REPAIRING.
OffloeIn
in the City tf
of Grand
REGULATOR ProbateOfloa
Died
uredigray-blue satin. The carving
MEMBERSHIP.
said ooanty. and ahow oauaa, tf any
something wonderful;the flowers and
why the prayer of the petitionershould not be
SEW WOtl
IV OBDEB.
•d*pM
birds anovlnes stand out so you al- Nambar of memb«n Dm, 81, ISM, 9ifl
granted: And it to further Ordered. That aald
GUARANTEESissued only bv
pettllonwglra nottoatothapersons intonated Eighth Street. 3 doors east of Prins Ai
most wonder what holds them to the
“ AddAddariogyMr,138
W. Z. BANOS,
In told rotate, ef tba pendency of said petition,
foundation. The chandeliers are gold
ilartigh’sstore.
GrandviUeAve, Grand Rapids. Mloh andthehaaringtheroof.bTeanslniaoopyoftbta
1.086
filigree work.
order to ba publishedIn the Hollow)
withrawn
11
HOLLAND, MICH.
Nnwa, a newspaper printed and eireulated in
Two of the salons have inlaid floors
•old ooanty of Ottawa for three auooeaslva weeks
and two for carpets; each communl
belonging to the
previous to said day of hearing.
1076
cates with the otners. The doors are Company.
(A true copy, Attest,)
JOHN V. B. GOODRICH.
something beyond compare, with
RISKS.
Judge of Probate,
their carving and silver ornamentat f Dr0MrtT .t ...k
MnrnP, Goodrich. Probate
•ate Clerk. 50-3w
tlon. The cnaire are carved ebony, dm.slib^ ............. ...ti.iw.aos
-IS THBoak and rosewood,covered with blue Amount of risks added dur*74,110
Probate Order.
cloth heavily embroidered in brilliant ing 1883 ........................
MOST POPULAR REPUBLICAN NEWSPAPER OP THE WEST
want
that
color. On the back of each chair is
BTATE
OP
MICHIGA.N, g|
11,473,618
-AND
will
the embroidered monogram entwined.
OO um OF OTTAWA.
Amount of risks cancelled or
Out of the grand hall ascends the
At a session of the Probate Court for the
withdrawnduring ...... 111,456
County of Ottawa, holden at the Probate Offloe,
grand stair case, with carved banisIn the City of Grand Haven, iu said county, on
ters and columns. At the head of it
Friday, tbe Twenty-ninthday of December, In
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is the music hall.containiug a fine larg<

pipe organ.
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11.368,163

Think how grandly tm

HAS THE LARGEST CIRCULATION.
TERMS SY MAIL..

00

INCOME.

0AIU

music must sound through that vaul Amount of C&sb premiums
(Including Mtea) received
ted gallery ! From that hall you go into the wide balcony, extending all the
way around, and upon which all the
bedrooms and sitting rooms open.
few I will describe.
As there are more than fifty rooms,
the other
and each more elegant than the
it would be impossible to tell of each

A

The Weekly

lected,

leviedin

1861

col-

........ 1,671 00

It

Amount and uaeoamente collected,

levied In prior

yew.

(a»

DAILY

Suwliy), (6.00 fit

W-

Inter Ocean, per year, $1.00

Amount

of membership fees
received auring the year.
.

.

136

As a newspaperTHE INTER OCEAN keeps abreast of the rimes la all raspocta.
oparce neither pains nor expense la securing ALL THE NEWS AND THE BEAT

OP CURRENT LITBRATURR.

years. 47 60

The Weekly Inter Ocean

00
Is

edited especiallyfor those who, on eccount of mail service or any other rraion, do

not taka a dally paper. In its columns are to be found the week's news of all the
world condensedand the cream of the literaryfeaturesof the Daily.

Total Inoome during the year. 12.199 64

ASA FAMILY PAPER

Balance on hand December

IT

EXCELS

Slat, 1888 ...................1,42788

Totel receiptsand income....
double ones^the minor ones of iron covEXPENDITURES.
eredwith blueplushandgreat iron locks Amount of lossespaid during
and bolts that, I’m sure, only a powerful tbayear .....................
8984 44
charge of dynamite coaid force open Salarioa and feoa paid officers. 876 00
when once locked. Behind those doors Fees paid Agents ............184 27
they slept, safe from burglars and as- All other expenditures ........ 6186
sagging.
The ceramic room, Is in carved wood, Totel expenditures daring the

with the most beautifully painted
the scenes taken from blble
history. The white and gold room is

pw

daring 1888 ..................
1 205 64

Amount of OMesamente

Amount of policyfee# received
The room occupied by Mr. and during the year .............104 50
of Intereet on Bonk
Hopkins is exquisitely carved Amount
deposits received........... 86 00

one.
Mrs.
ana painted in blue and gold and
tapestried, wall and ceiling. Black
onyx cabinets let into the walls to
bold the family jewels and “gold ornaments.” The doors are immense

(wftkout Sutidi,), 16.00

jaar .........................

A Supplement,

3,637 82

Illustrated, in Colors,

BIGHT ADDITIONAL PAOBS, making la all SIXTEEN PAGER. Thli Supple,
mant, containingUX PAOBB OP RBAD1NO MATTER and TWO PULL- PAGE
ILLUSTRATIONS, la alone worth the price charged for the paper.
THE INTER OCEAN 18 PUBLISHED IN CHICAGO, the news and commar.
dal cantor of aU west of the AlleghenyMotwUlno,and is batter adapted to the
of

needs of the people of that aactionthan any paper farther East.
It

la

In accord with the people of the West both la Polities and Literature.

rememberthat the price ef The Weekly
DOLLAR PER YEAR.
Please

816

66

Inter Ocean 19

ONLY ONE

the year one thousand right hundred and ninety
three.
Present JOHN V.B. GOODRICH. Judge of Probate.
lumatteroftbe estateof Jan Zoet, deceased
On reading and filing the petition, duly verified
Of Lammartje Zoat, widow and f
legateeIn tba wlU
Of aald deceased named, preying
X for tbe probata
of an Innrumetit in writtug filed In this Court
urperringto ba tbe last will end testamento
Jan Zoet, deceased, and for tbe appointment of
Jeoob Den Herder ae administratorwith the will
annexedthereof.
ThereuponIt is ordered, That Monday, the
Twenty-ninth day of January neat.

Keep Gorreot
Time,
Just step into the Jewelry Store of

O.Ereyman&Son,

at ten o'clockin the forenoon,be assigned for
tbe bearing of »aid petition, and that the heirs at
law of said dcoeeaadand all other parsons interested In said estate ora required to appear at a
sessionof said Court, then to be holden at the
Probata Offloe In tb* City of Grand Haven. In and
•aid county,aads'iow cause, if any then be.
why tba prayer of th- petitionershould not ba
granted: And It is farther Ordered, That raid
petitionergive notice to the persons interested
b sold estate, of the pendenoy of sold petition
and the bearing thereof, by causing a copy o
this order to be published In the Hollind
Nxwa, a newspaper printed and circulated In
old county of Ottawa tor three successiveweeks
previous to sold day of hearing.
(A true copy, Attest.)
JOHN V. B. GOODRICH,
Judge of Probate.
is
Mctm P. Goodrich,
Probata
50-Sw

you

will get the value

They keep everything that
found

in a first-classJewel*

ry Store and at
By special arrangementwith the Publisher of The Inter
Ocean we are able

..

Cloaks!

At

to offer

of your

money.

Cut

Cash |8,661 11; notes, $49 61.

carved and raised work, the ceil- on band Dee. flat, 1899.... $2,710 62
ings painted with cherubs playin Assesimenta o< past year an78 78
ooUoeted .......... ........
wers, and the walls pain
nted a
with do*
Asaeaamenta ot prior years
though draped with the finest lace,
UDOoUectcd967 02.
had u> touch It
It to be sure It wasn’t
Piemlamaand
feee due from
real lace. The room is so daintily exagents ...................... 21 00
quisitely beautiful, one cannot do it
M10
justice in a few words of description,
nor can Justicebe done any room in
LIABILITIES.
ttiemanslonexcept one wrote a large Leases not matnzed ...... ..... MON
all

J

WATCH

'

Clerk

RESOURCES.

friezes,

a

[

cost, at

(Ms!

Notier & Verschure. will astonish

prices that

you for

their

cheapness
40

THE WEEKLY INTER OCEAN
AND
THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS

BOTH
ONE

Beautiful Clock, at cost.

H.

YEAR Subscribe

for the

Wykhuysen.

News, $1.00.

.

fees doe officers and agaote.... 19 75

FOR THE SUM

The

Moorish room is ebony and
189 75
sold, paneled with mirrors, and inlaid
floor and ceiling with chandeliersof Stats of Michmaf, 1 m
red Bohemian glass. The dining Couftt of Ottawa, f
room down stairs, how shall I desribe Knspor Lohuia, Prraldent and Isaac Marti] jo,
its carved side boards and elegant ap- Boeretory of aald Company do and aaeb for
pointments,big enough to hold five himsalf doth depose and aay, that they have
nuqdred guests; Indeed there are read the foregoingstatement, and know the oonthree of them, each more elegant
and that they have good nmoq to
the other. Then there are conservabelieveaald statement to be tne.
fcoriesand flower gardens.
kasper lahuis, Praeident.
enUan ideal one, tesselated floors
marbiur, secretary,
tiled walls and celling, with a range! Bubeorlbed and aworn to before me thUEWvbujltin big enough to roast an ox, enth day of January, A. D. 1884.
pautrys, closets, china closets,
germ mokma.
presses, sink rooms, laundry rooms,
N°te*y Public in and for Ottawa county

'
and

than

Thekitch-1

linen
an

006

dollar aod

NOW

PROF. KIEL,

OF

mm

oenis-

17-1 y.

rovenimentchemiit,
writai: I hive car*
fully analysed your “Royal Ruby Port
WintH* bought by me In the open market,
and certify that I found the nine abeo-

Central Drag Store.
H.

KREMER, M. D.

(One door east of

post-office.)

Pure Drugs, Chemicals,
Soaps, Perfumery,

toring and building up properties;
the time to subscribefor these two
ipers. The two
will furnish you the best assortment of reading matter strengthen*the weak and featoreakwtrt- Toilet Articles, etc.
convalduring the winter evenings.
A full line of Domestic apd Imported
motbere and
Cigars.
9 by over-work
Perscriptionscarefullypot up
TRY IT FOR ONE YEAR.
and worry. Be aureyou get ‘ 'Royal Ruby”;
$1 per quart bottles, pinto 60 cte. Sold by Calls promptiv answered, nlgbt or day
Offloe hours , -at offloe in
- -9 a. u., and
Subscriptions received at the News office.
— store-8- to
Martin.
& Huizinga, Holland, Mich.
BtolF. v. Residence corner Twelfth and MarThis offer is open to all readers of the News, that pay in advance.
ket streets.
42-1 yr
C. Blom, Sr., Holland, Mich.
is
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ABE KOT LEGAL WltBS.

mi
HOLLAND OUT. MIOHIOAN.

HOPELESSLY LOOTED.

BANMTS ARE WEARY.

Hasp White Men Are Arrestedfar Having

Women

Two men,

TWO OF DALTONS MEN SUE
FOR PEACE.
Kaasas Community Approves a Triple
Lynching— Iluslness Future Is Very Encouraglng— Chicago'sSmall Fox Suspect#

a

HOW TWO OFFICIALS LOOTED A
BANK.
Hot* Trouble Threatened
Hatmr

g

at Pltteborgh-

State Swept bj Ulan den -Strange

LegUUtlon In Ohlo-A Mother
Her Daughter*.

Die* with

Koettlng'aTrick* Shown Up.
I Evidence wa* brought out In the trial ot
Banker Koettlng in Milwaukee to ehow
that the South Side Bavluge Bank had
bean hopelae*!/ looted and that all manner
ot trlcka had been resortedto by Gaabler
Koettln? to temporarily cover up dUcrep*
ancles. A p. Conrad, the expert accountant. testiSed that President Trumpff and
Koettlng began to dabble with the cash*
drawer In 1871 The prosecutionIntend to
show that during some ten years Koettlng
had withdrawn more than 9100,000from
the cash-drawer.

a

Towm.

California

In Alaska.

Intense excitementhas been created
throughout Alaska by the action of United
States Marshal Orville T. Porter, who has
Instructed bis deputies to arrest every
white man known to have formed Illegal
marriagerelationswith native women.
Many arrest* have taken place, and the
crusade against the violatorsof the law
has created
sensation. The evil
which Marshal Porter Is endeavoring
extirpate Is one of long standing.
It la a notorious fact that the number of
white men lawfully married to women of
their own race In Alaska Is comparatively
small and they are confined principally to
Government officials and naval men stationed In the Territory. The almost universal custom Is for the male population
to purchase native wlvea and such unions
are declaredto be unlawful Nearly every
grand Jury which convenes In Alaska
Instructed from the bench to Inquire Into this evil and Indict all violators
tho law. This charge Is. however,
generally a dead Utter, as the average
Alaska grand Juryman Is naturallyaverse
bringing In
true bill against
himself. Marshal Porter haa finally, beoome tired of waiting for the grand Juries
to take action, knd has Instituted a crusade
on his own account The steamer Topeka,
which arrived In Ban Francisco from the
north, brings Informationof the'arrestof
hearty every white man on board the
United States steamer Plnta. and they,
with scores of others arrested by Porter’s
deputies,are now In Jafl at fltka. Hundreds of other arrest* are expected to
follow, aud If all who are known to be
living In violation of the law are brought
to account, the Jails will not be large
enough to accommodate the prisoners.

NO TIME TO BE LOST. WILL T
Outlaw Chris Evawt and Pupil Attack m

Threaten Trouble.
Tired of Ilelng Chased.
appears that two members of the Dalton gang have becoms tired of being chased
by officers and would like to settle matters.
The officersIn charge of the United States
Msribal'soffice In Guthrie, a T., have received a letter signed by “Dynamite Dick"
and BUI Doolan, two of the most desperate
members of the gang, staling that they
will cents In. give themselves np and plead
guilty of robbery If they are promised light
sentences The only answer given will be
renewed efforts to capture the whole gang
It

THREATENED TO BBEAK

OUT.

believed to be Chris Kv*
ass. the escaped Visaliabandit, and bis
promising undent ndy, Ed Morrell raided
the town of Fowler, Cal, the other
evening, and another tale of bloodshed
•bed and terror, with three wounded left
on the field. Is the result Fowlor Is a village of <00 Inhabitants, ten mile* southeast of Freena George Leon, the station
agent, and three men employed as section hands were In the detot at T o'clock,
Just after the Lo* Angeles express
passed. While the men were talking a
masked man with a revolver In each hand
approached at the open dopr and ordered
them io throw up ttelr hands. Not one
hesitatedto obey. It Is believed that the
bandits, becoming pressed for food and
money, came down from the mountains
determined to make a raid. A pome left
to organ lie a pursuit from Fowler. Constable Ochs, who Is badly wounded in the
right thigh and groin, was one of the Jurors
who convictedChris Evans ot the murder
of Deputy United States Matshal Vie Wilson, Ochs declares he wounded th* young
er of the two robbsra

Chicago Having Trouble with Her Small
pox vQuarent!ne.
Clemorlog for food which tbo prcprlntor*
of the house refusedto furnish, and shut
In with smallpox patients, 100 men threatened to make serious trouble In the Ironsides Hotel. 134 West Madison street, Chicago Mayor Hopkins ordered food to be
suppliedthem, and contentment and quiet
came with the asauranceof full stomachs
The Ironsides Hotel was found to be Infested with smallpox and Its five score of Inmates were quarantined t)n the spot.
Borne twenty men were taken from the
house to tho hospitalduring the week.
As long as the proprietor* fed the men
there waa not much grumbling, for thedoctors In charge assured the lodgers they
could bo protected against tho disease.
But Harvey & McGuire, the proprietors,
refused to give them food. For a time It
looked an though a riot would result Dr.
Harvey, who Is In charge of the physicians
and fumlgaton* from the Heath Department, telephoned Commissioner Reynolds
the men must have food or they would
break out, carrying the contagion broadcast Commissioner Reynolds at once
called on Mayor Hopkins, who gave orders
the men should be fed as long as the bouse

RUSH OUT

SECRETARY CARLISLE URGES LONG DEBATES ARE AHEAD OF
PROMPT ACTION.

CONGRESS.

of Deaths In Three Hons* Will Grapple with the TaxUL and
Railway Disasters -Goer Wine. Hemthe Senate with the. Federal Ueetien*
blower Loots Chris Evans ttlrred Up-' Unr - Hawaii May Intrude Maa*
Amendments Offered. ’t/MDll
Iron Hines Resuming Work.

Frightful Record

EXHIBITS.

Fixing the ReepanelhUlty.
Getting Down to Buslnees.
SecretaryCarlisle decided Monday to let
Washington correspondence:
the coudtky know that It would be no fault
EBATE and not
of his If actioa'were not taken to meet the
notion will mark
deficit In the Treasury.He addressed a
tho proceedlni
xiroccodinffi
the
letter to Senator Voorheee, tha chairman
of Congreee for
of the Finance Committee ot the teante,
several dayn.
ijrs.
In
pointing out the reduced state of the Treasthe Houto the
ury and especially of tha gold reeerve, and
feature will be the
urging a prompt chaaga of the existtariff debate, and
ing law regarding the Issue of bonds
In the Senate the
to meet the emergency. He takes
bill to repeal the
this action with the sanctionot the Presifederal elections
dent for the purpose of making it clear to
law. Anent the
the country that the responsibility for deHornblowernomlay It upon Coa|rets and that tha adminination, It Is the
istration Idtenilxto put It them
expressed determination of the Senators who sustain

WORK FOR IRON MINERS.
Goods at th* World’s Fair BaUdlagsBeing Harried Away.
Improved Condltloa* on tho Mnrqustt*
Bilrred up and thoroughly frightenedby
and Ollier Greet Range#.

the majority

re-

port of the Judiciary Committee

the warning conveyed In the Manufacture*
Building fire, a Chicago dispatch says,
those exhibitorswho still have goods at
Jackson Park are making renewed efforts
to get them to a place of safety. The rail
road representativesare being t ncked
most vigorously for cars to haul the goods
out of the pari:, the cuatoms oflIHal* are
being prodded where they aro behind In
their duties, and there 1s an unexceptional
activity all around. Chief Allison, of th*
manufacture* department, where the moet
exhibits remain, believes that at the present rate of removal all goods will be out
of his buildingwithin a week, so that he
will be able to shut up tils office and clear

There ore now In all about 4,900 men
adverse to conemployed In Iron min* * of th# Lak* Superior range, a far tetter showing than Hrmattonto Insist upon Anal action, so
Has Run Through the State and the Aumany had expected or believedpossible, in view of the extent to which Senathorities Can Hardly Cope with It.
and a considerable Increase over the total tors have interested themselvesin tho
ninety days ago. Thla Improvement in case. It may rccupy the attention of
Horse fanciers and farmers In all parte
the situation has Ixen mad* possible the body in executivesession for two
of Connecticutare alarmed on account of
by concessionsto operators In the mat- days.
the ravages of the glanders, which apOtherwise Senator Gray, of Deleter of royaltiesand by more favorable
peared a few seeks ago and has since penrates of railway charge* On the Mar- ware, will call up the elections repeal
otrated Into every county In the State.
ONLY TWO SURVIVORS.
quette range 1,000 men are at work, bill. The bill will be made the unfin•Within a week six horses— line, highwhile the Vermilion rang* reports1,100 ished business and bo kept before the
bred animals In most Instsnces—were Result of a Deadly Feud Between Two
men at the two great mines of the Minn*- 1 Senate until passed or defeated. It Is
Attacked by It In different Hartford
Mexican Families.
sots Iron Company,and the Gogebic rang* understood tnat the Democratic Senatablea and State Agent Thrall, of
At tho town of Cuaotro L!os. southwest
l.ooo men. chiefiy in the mines of the Mr- ators have decided to refrain from exthe Hcmaoe Society, whose duty It of Baltllla Mexico, aro two prominent
tropolltan Land and Iron Company. Th* tended debate on this subject and will
la to look after all cases of the kind, famlllo*, namod Velasco and Panjora.beoat
vely Idle,
idle, pendpend- content themselveswith two or three
Mesaba range Is comparatively
had the diseased horses put to death at tween whom a desdly feud has existed for
HUtxard In Manitoba.
ing a reduction ot roysltle*and rate* speeches, which may be made by
once. Then the malady appeared In Jewett several years. The beads of tho two famiA regular north we*t blizzard Is reported which must be made before this range can ators Gray, Bate and Hill Tho
City, In the eastern end of the State, and lies were killed In the beginning of the
at Winnipeg. The storm had been raging be successful The failure which put sev- publican speakers will be Senators
Agent Thrall Journeyed Into that town and trouble and the children have continued
In* the West for two days and struck Winnieral Gogebic mines In th* bands of receiv- Lodtfe, Frye,
Chandler and Hoar, and
nryi
abut an Infected beast Since then the the warfare until out of n family of six
peg with terrible force, doing considerable ers last week will cut down th* business of perhaps others. The present expectaglanders has spread alarmingly, and Mr. Vplasco and five Pan'ora young men, all
damage to signs, electric and telephone that range very materially;but sn Im- tion is that the deba'e will consume at
Thrall In a recent Interview,confessed met violent death* but three on each side
that he U barely able to keep pace with It, The three Velasco brothers and the three Is In quarantine Tho place Is a veritable wire* Trains are hours behind time Dur- portant deal now about to be closed Is ex- least two weeks.
ing the storm the railway stationat Qu* pected to largely Increase the demand for
that he Is obliged to travel conktantlyon a Panjora brothers met on the street and all pest-house
Coming events will cast their shadAppellu was burned down. At Lethbridge Mesaba ores.
mission to slaughter diseased horses and Immediately drew pistols and began firing
owe before In the shape of a tariff
the new skating rink Is leveled to the
BU81NE88 IS BETTER.
that he has no time to attend to bis other at each other. The battle continued for
speech, to bi deliveredby Senator
ONE DAY'S SLAUGHTER.
ground and some empty boxlcars standing
Official duties ‘•Every quarter of the several minutes acd resulted In tbo killing
(talllnger, of Now Harapehire.Of
Stat4nsaldhe, “Is Infested with the dls of two on each side and the serious wound- Distinct Improvement Shown Since the on the track were blown off their troeks Thirty-twoMeet Death by Various Dis- course there is always present a poealNew Year Regan.
and' overturned.
oase, which Is the most terrible one In the ing of the other two antagonists
asters on the RalL
blllty of resolutions and speeches on
R. a Dun A Ca’s Weekly Review cf
veterinary practice, since there U absoNine men were killed and more than the subjoct of Hawaii during the morn
Forred to Give Money to a Negro,
MINERS ESCAPE DEATH.
Trade says:
lutely no cure for It; there never was a
While Mrs. Isabella Bllghthfilen was pro- thirty men and woman Injured In a rear- ing hours, nnd this probability la reBusiness has distinctly Improved since
dime In the history of Connecticut when P
paring
her breakfast In her home in Kansas end collision In a dense fog Monday on
Seventy-eight Men Caught in a Homing the new year came, and the gala Is no
was so prevalent before."
the east-bound track of the Morris and
Mine In California.
longer visible only In speculativemarkets. City, Kan. early '.hursday morning,a
Essex division of the Delaware,
It Is the only kind ot improvement that hurley negro leaped Into the room and,
Late
at
night
fire
broke
out
in
the
NO BOOM FOR UNION VETERANS.
Lackawanna
and Western Railroad. in tho House. Tho House will take
has
In
it
possibilities
of
lasting,
because
it
seizing
her
by
the
throat,
demanded
money.
hoisting works of the Idaho- Maryland
New Orle ins Confederates Refuse to Invite mine, near Grasa Valley.Cal, Imprisoning Is based upoo actual increase in the pro- Fhe gave h!m 50 cents. Then ho knocked 600 feet on the other side of up the considerationof the bill
duction of Industrie*.As all rejoiceto her down and, drawing a razor, cut her the Hackensack River drawbridge, under the five minute rule, and
Them to a Banqaet.
seventy-eight miners 2,000 feet below the
see It, there is perhaps a little disposition
News comes from Ban Rafael, OaL, of a the paragraphs will be open to
New Orleans dispatch: Ex-Congressman surface. The wildest excitement prevailed to reckon the gain greater than it is as face open from ear to chin Then ho forced
railroad accidentat Austin Creek bridge, amendments.The desk of Chairman
her
to
go
to
her
bedroom
and
give
him
H. Dudley Coleman, who was elected on throughout the town. Tho miners finally yet, but severallarge establishmentshave
on the line of the North Pacific Coast Bail- Richardson Is covered with amend*
escaped by climbing up a perpendicular started part force hoping to Increase, and 9475 which she had been aaviog for years.
the Republican ticket some years ngo, alroad, between the stationsof Duncan'a menu that will bo proposedby varloui
though a Confederate veteran, has been air-shaftThe long climb of nearly half more smaller works have started than have
Mills and Catadero, by which seven Urea members who want to mako sure that
stopped.
Orders
from
dealers
whose
stocks
Big
Judgments
Against
Mosher.
making matter* lively for comrades of the a mile consumednearly two hours and tho
In the Federal Court at Lincoln, Neb, were lost Sixteen persons were killed and their propositions will lecelve proper
Army of Northern Virginia of late. Recent- men who reached the surface last were approach exhaustion form a prominent
cause; another is the widely prevalent Judgments were rendered against ex-Bank nine badly Injuredby an accident on the at'entlon.
ly he « as given a vote of censure for pub- In a thoroughlyexhausted condltloa The
Impressionthat action at Washington will
PresidentC W. Mosher, now In the Eloux Tlmlna-Matanias Railway at a point eight
damage
to
the
mine
Is
roughly
estimated
tie strictureson the management of the
be more satisfactory than many have exRoutine Proceedings.
Falls
Penitentiary, for sums aggregating miles from Cumaneyngua In the irovlnce
Soldiers' Homo. At that time there was a at 979.000, though It may reach double pected; and a beliefHint in any case the
of
Matanzaa,
Cub*.
A
passenger
train
In
tbo
House,
Wedn*«day, Mr. Boutetle
motion fur his expulsion, but It was not that figure.
situation wilt not be changed until goods 9100.000. Moaher's assets, Includinga
was going at good speed when It ran Into a (Rep.), of Maine, again precipitated a
now lu the works can hi marketed has magnificent residence recently built, will
pal The other night he created a sensaheated discussion In retard to hla HaMilwaukee's Swindling Cashier.
weight In some trades. Whatever the cot meet the Judgments.Tho house la In cow that hod walked auddenly on the waiian resolution. Then Mr. Hopklna(Rep).
tion by Introducinga resolutionthat the
Tears rolled from the eyrl of Banker cause* even a moderate gain Is most cheer- his wife's name, anl It Is a question track.
of Illinois, took (he floor to conclude hla
•rran;*mentcommittee for the annual
Koettlng In tho Municipal Court at Mil- ing.
whether It and other property can be levspeech on the tariff bill begun Thursday.
hnnquetlnvltetwelve Union veterans to the
ARRESTED FOR PENSION FRAUD.
waukee, Thursday afternoon, while his
Mr. Cummings (Dero.). of New York,
ied upon.
feast to assist in making it significantly
LOSS IS MADE GOOD.
attorney was telling the Jury what
United States Marshal Nabs J. P. Dodge, from the Naval Committee, reported th*
Indicative of the cordial and patriotic reArirooa 8tage Held Up.
Boutelle resolutioncellist oa tbs Secrean excellent standing the South bide Cashier Campbell Refunds SIS, 600 Missing
Who Sold H* Was Blind.
lations now existing between the two sides.
tary of the Navy for information on
The stage between Bowie Btatlon, on the
cashier had la '-he community before
from the South Bead Bank Vaults.
John
F.
Dcdge
was
arrested
by
a Deputy
The resolution was voted down. Mr. Coleto hie
A T., United Stales Marshal at 1404 Michigan Hawaiian matters and
his bank collapsed The banker realA
tall lean man, with s pale face, cold Fouthern Psclflc,and Eolomonvllle;
authority for delegatingto Commisman then tendered bis resignation.
was held up by a loan high way maa He avenue. Chicago,Monday morning. He
ized his position more keenly than ever eyes, and a fall beard which la fqal luro
sioner Blount central of th* Unllad
before a* the eloquent attorney pictured Ing white, creased his legs in the directors' employed the usual method of demaodlag 1* charged with frnudu'ently obtain- States naval forces The resolution
FEARS OF BLOODSHED.
him as be was before the panic of last sum- room of the -Fouth Bend, Ind, National “hands up and throw out the mall aacka,” ing a pension from th* government. was reported back with an amendment
Strikers and Non-Ualon Men Exchange mer. The courtroom was packed and a
Bank and said: “Thla bank was robbed but did not molest tho one passenger Dodgo, It (• charged,got a pensionof 974 a asking for Informstlon In the Navy Dehots at Pittsburg.
squad of olfict r* was kept busy keeping Dec. 7 of 911.000 In currency and 14.000 In aboard. Ho got 88)0 from the mall sacka month for total blind nets from injuries re- partment from March 4, 1892, Instead of
1893. Mr. Uummlnta asked for its
The strike at the Charleroiplate- glass back a surgingthrong that tried to force
go d. The thief did his work within the
ceived during the war. The fraud was Immediate ronilderatloaAs this reFire at Chattanooga.
works at Pittsburg, has developed trouble Itself Into the room. The state exspace of ten minutes It Is my belief that
discovered and Governmentagents set to quired unanimous consent, Mr. DockA fire occurred In tbo Southern Hotel
that may result In violence and bloodshed. pected to prove that the bank was In such
the fellow came into this window," and as
look for the bogus blind roan. Dodge has ery (Democrat). of Mlssonrl, obA party of non-union men were taken to a rotten condition on July 21, 1893, the lean man said this he leveled one Building at Chattanooga.Tena. which rebeen In Chicago for some tlma He was a jected. Mr. Cumnilnxs then asked that the
sulted In an estimatedlos* of 900,090. Tho
the works and assignedto tbo packing de- that all eternity could not repair Its def nger at the big sash In front of him. “But
Sergeantof the Columbian Guards during resolution He on the Speaker'stable withPeople’*
Grocery
Compuny.
wholesale,
lost
partment.The strikersregardeJ this as pleted results It expected to prove that I've made the loss good," he continued.In
out losing Its privileges, and this was orthe Fair and of late haa been employed os
f45,000i
1
he
hotel
lost
$15,000.
The
Indered. Debate on the tariff was continued.
the beginning of an arrangement to fill the on that day there was a shrinkage In Its
a nervous way; “I'vo had notoriety
an agent of the Central Belief Association
CongressmanTom L Johnson characterworks wlib non-union men and accosted a resources of at least 9400.000.Attorney enotfljh. I care for no more. I tell you I surance of the groce-ycompany Is 83), 00);
in the Rookery building. He and bis wife ized the bill os a protection measnre
party of the now men to Induce them not Hammel said this would be proved hy the made the loss good, for I felt a moral re- the hotel wns fully Insured.
have been boarding at tho house on Michi- In the Senate a resolution by Fenator
to help break the strike. There w&s a row,
books of the bank. It would be sponsibility."This man wa* Myron CampPaffer as to the Inadequacy of the
gan avenue where he was caught
Mrs Ilan«brough HI.
in which several shots were fired, but no- shown bow the fund* had been bell His service In the bank extends over
force In the office of the supervlalng
Fenator Han»brough of North Dakota ha*
body v a* hit The strikers Insist that the disappearing for years: how vast sums a period of fifteen years Borne time ago
CLOSE CALL FOR A DETECTIVE. architect of tho treasury to prepare
not
been
In
LU
neat
since
the
holidays,
drawings
for new public bolldlngt
non-union workmen did the shooting. The of money had vanished.Mr. Ham- he won a prize cf $103 for a magazine
mel explainel the terms used In bank- os* ay on the subject of how the affairs of a owing to the severe Illnessof his wife, who Callforn'oDesperadoes Fill the Air with was laid before the Senate In the morning
sheriff and three deputies arrived and
I* confined to her room In New York City,
hour, and was the subloctof a discussion.
eight arrests were made. Those arrested ing and told how the nshets and liabilities
Lead and Scare a Horse to Death.
tank ahould be conducted
and Is reportedto l>e lu a conditionwarwere released on ball In S30J each. The of the hank were made up It would be
Marlon Childers,a Fresno, Cal, detecHawaii was debated In tho Senate Tuesranting the gravest apprehensions of her
shown that July l 1893. the bank's assets
indications are that trouble will follow.
tive, while drivingInto Goehen was shot at day. Mr. Turple denounced ox- Minister
THREE MEN LYNCHED.
friends.
were fl.218.000,and tho liabilitiesJuly 21.
the other night by Chris Evans, the es- Stevens and Mr. Davis the flag Incident.
DECLARES IT BARBARISM.
Speeches In the House upon the tariff bill
1803. 81.022,000. lb's was a deficit of 8401.- William and John Gay and Green Burton
Two Hoys Cremated.
caped murderer, and bis partner, Morrell,
000. And still tbs bank accepted deposits
Kauris Murderer*. Hanged.
he house of John Montal, In Dickinson near Goshen Ftatloa One bullet grazed were limited to one hour. M-tny members
Ohio Legislatureto Be Asked to Prohibit until things grew much worse and the
Center. N. Y., was deitroyed by fire. The Childers' cneek, another went through his took part in the debate.
Three human forms dangling from
the Abrshamlc Rite.
crash came.
bridge was the grewsome sight that met flames spread rapidly and two boys, aged overcoat, two went tbrou:h the back of
Debate on the tariff bill was contioaed
Dr. Rosenthal a prominent surgeon of
the gaze of tl e peaceful prairie town of 4 and 0 years, were hemmed In by the fire
nnd a fifth struck one of the In the II uso Friday. “Jerry" Simpson
Big Money In Indiana Cabbage.
Cincinnati,has gone to Columbus to intro•poke In favor of the measure. By a party
KuB*eU. Kan.. Sunday morning. The and burned to deal It
horse*, which took fright and, after runOne of the leading citizens of Elwood,
duce a. very queer measure In the Ohio
vote the nomination of Isaac J. Wooten to
b- dles were those of William Gay, John
ning a couple of miles, fell dead. Childers
Ind.,
purchased
a
head
of
cabbage
of
a
be agent at the Nevada Indian Agency
Legislature. It providesfor the abolition
Held Up the “Q."
Gay and Green Burton. They were not
bad
made
friends
with
the
bandits,
and
was confirmedIn the Senate By a vote
«f the Abrahamlcrite on the ground that well-known grocer,for which he paid 20 only horrible In death a* they swung cold
Five men hold up a fast train near Ft laid a scheme fer their recapture They
of 0 to B tne Room Coinage Committee
the operationis cruel and unnecessaryand cent*, He took it home, and his wife proand stiff In tho prairie breeze,but they Joe. Ma, and looted the express and mail discoveredbis plans and fired on him from ordered a favorable report cn the hill for
that It Is a relic of barbarismnot com- ceeded to make It into “cold slaw,"
hod leen Illy favored In life. Burlon was cars A largo sum was secured.
ambush as he approached for the ostensi- the coinage of silver In tho treasury. Tho
patible with the civilization of to-day. Upon Inserting the knife It came against
a cripple and a.hunchback-atypical mur
ble purpose of Joining them In a maraud- postporement of action In tho Hornblower
The doctor bolds that no religion can pro- something hard. After dividing It a 120
MARKET QUOTATIONS.
nomination Is excitingmuch comment
dorer. The younger Gay was not con
ing ex ted Itlon.
mote such cruelty to infantsand hopes to gold piece was revealed. Tho cabbage was
sldored strong-minded, and Wiliam, his
Discussion of the tariff bill under the
carefully
disjected,
and
three
more
820
be protected In It hy the law. He re8ay> He Killed Uls Guest
father, was repulsiveand ungalnl
CinCAGO.
five minute-rule was begun In the House
poses a severe penalty for the performance gold pieces, two $10. and a 85 piece were
(?)
0
00
83 M
Rudolph J. Pechmsnn,proprietor of the Monday. Numerous amendments were otThe crime which they expiated was
Hous— Shipping Grades ........ 4 00 0 5 73
of the He, the violatorto be prosecuted found concealed In Its folds Evidently
Cre.imClty Holed, at. Milwaukee, In which
erred By a vote of 30 to 14 the Senate
the murder of Fred Dinning, a young BH*XP-Kslr to Choice .......... 2 23 $ 4 oo
they
had
been
hidden
there
while
the
cabunder the tectlon prohibitingcruelty to
Mrs Ecbrum was found dead after the rejected the nomination of W. R Hornfarmer living near Lucas, twelve miles Wheat— No. 3 Red ..............
01 <3l G2
bage was young, and the hider had fergotchildren.
building was partly destroyed by fire Fri- blower to be sn associate JustU* of the Su33
north of Rus*ell Last July Dlnnlug wns Coon-No. ..................... 34
ten the plant
Oats— No. ...................... 30 & 31
day morning, confe*-ed that he strangled preme Court. The Senate passed House
WORK OF TRAIN-WRECKERS.
employed as a form hand by Burton. The Bra-No. ...................... 47
40
bills authorizingconstructionof certain
Dennett Loses Roth HU Legs.
lynching seems tb have tho approval of Buttxb— Choice Creamery .....
23'.40
244 his aged guest for the pur oso of robbery dams across the Kansas and Mississippi
Two Attempts on the Frisco Line that
17
171* and afterward set fire to her room. He
Eoos—
Fresh
....................
Both legs of Charle* Bennett, the base- the entire community.
River*, and the bill granting lands at the
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Arouse Suspicion.
Within tho post week two attempts have
been made to wreck tho Frlaco night passenger train at Aurora, a small town thirty
miles west of Bprlngfield, Ma The first
attempt was made about a week ago, when
a freight train was derailed by a misplaced switch. Bunrdaynight, at the passenger train reached the rannlng switches
Jast before getting Into the town, the engine, tender and mall car were thrown off
the track by a loosenedrail Fortunately
no one was Injured

Wednesday
evening, were amputated, one near the
ankle and the other above the knee. He
U perfectlyconscious and may recover.
John Clarkson, tho famous pitcher,who
was to have gone on an extended hunt
Fe train at Wellsvllle.Kan.,

with Bennett,Is with him.

,

•

i

. Unknown Man Burned.
The charred and unrecognizableremains
of a man were found In the ruins of a barn
burned, near Columbus, Ohio. The
Owner thinks the man was his formsr
Isaac Edward*, of blalne, Kjr.
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The President Wednesday,sent to tho
Senate the followingnominations: Ot!«
R Spencer,of Colorado.Surveyor of Customs at Denver. Post masters; Indiana—
V. U Ilanawalt,Lo.ansport;William II.
Burks, Sullivan., Iowa-1 boo H. Hoick.
Grundy Center. Michigan— James McNamara. Alpena; Charles 8. Henry. Au Babin Mlnnntota— Alfred E. Haven. Faribault Mlssturl-John W. Mason, Mexico;
David H. Mock, Webb City. Wisconsin—
Robert M. Crawford, Mineral Point; Fergus F. Green, fbawano.
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caUblUh a port of entry at
on motion ol
)]r, Dubois taken from the calendar and

gonate bl|l

that
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ferry, Idaho, waa

psssaJ.

Multam In Parvo.

OUR time needs

To Be Executed Feta 9.

fetronger souls.—
Gov. Brown, of Keotacky. haa fixed Fri- Beethoven.
day. Feb. 9. as the day for the execution
Conscience! Man’s most fslthful
of Rob Marler, who was convictedof firing friend.- Crabbe.
Into a passengercoach and killing a wonWhat you dislike In another take
an near Mlddletborongh.
care to correct in ycurself.— Sprat.

R. C. Miller, financial officer of

tor

The country is both the philosopher’s garden and his library,— Penn.
a Xento.

him
'j,

_

•;

Kirk for morder. This verd ct was
peeled, at it waa generally believed
Kirk acted In self-defenseHe shot
Instantly killed Luther M. Smith.

&

_

uso as n territorialprison.

nomination for Associate Justiceof the woujj n0| recognize Mr. Burrow*
Supreme Coart waa beaten In the Senate jbe Senate bed a shot* aecret session,
by a majority of
I Hfker which House bill to repeal the federal
„ ,
“—
election laws wns formallytaken a(k
Train Robbers Meet a Repulse, j g0QM bill to amend the laws so as to reAn unsuccessful attempt was made to qa|re ordinal receipts for deposits of postb the express car of the Kaoxvllle train mastere to be sent to the Auditor of fhe
Treasury for the Postoffice Department
on the Louisville atfd NashvlII*
was taken from the calendar and passed.
Kirk Acquitted of Murder.
Mr. Galllngor addressed the Senate on the
At Vincennes, Ind.. the Jury, after being resolution offered 1 y him on Dec. 20 deout twenty hour* returned a verdict of ac- clarlng It the sense of the Senate that it U
n..ui>i In
in the re*« of he State va John unwise to attempt any change in th* terlfl
qoltiel
the case ot ne ««*** Jonn
dur)nj{ |ho prMent gdnjjniatration.

«

•

Junctionof the Colorado and Gila rivers for

Straggle*Ended.

Mishap to Miller.
0
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Coax— No. 2 ..................

Rtx— No.
War on Gleomsrgarioe.
DETROIT.
The New York ’Mercantile Exchange Cattle,
3 00
adopted a resolutioncalling upon Gover- Hooo. ...........................
S 00

receiving State aid from using oleorasr-

834

•<6 30

300 0
200 0

Wheat-No. 2
OAte-Na

tions where oleomnrjarlneIs used In place
of butter. A law was passed lost winter prohibiting public Institutions, hospitals,etc,
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.....................
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Bat little routine business was transacted
Monday waa marked by two significantby the H. use 'i uesday. A numberof amend
3C4 political events At Des Moines, Iowa, 1 ments to the tariff bill were offered and
324
Congressman John H. Gear waa nominated accepted. A long and Interestingdlscas00
United States Senator, upon the third ! slon w.is precipitated by the renewal

0

Cobn-No. 2
OATC-NO. 2
Pong-Mesa

_

failed to secure the wmian's money. Pech-

INDIANAPOLIS.
Presidential Nominations.

Crashed by Trolley Care.
ly 9300.000; fully Insured.
At Milwaukee Mr* E. G. Haylett was
struck by two Wells street trolley cars
Three Months Becalmed.
and seriously injured She crossed the
Held for nearly four months lo an equastreet ahead of an approaching car and
torial doldrum, until her provisionswere
was run into by another car that was goexhausted and her crew on the verge of
ing in the opposite direction.
starvation, waa the terrible experience of
the American ship Edward O'Brien,which
* George W. Lyc n Peed.
bed long been given up as lost
Chicago people will be shocked to bear
of the tuddeh death, at Jacksonville, Flo.,
Donolly la Elected.
At the meeting of the Minnesota Etato of George W. Lyon, the bead of the great
Farmer*' AllianceIn Minneapolis;Ignatius music house of Lyon, Fetter k Oa Uls
Doanell.-'was elected President with death wot unexpected,and was caused by
organic heart tronble.
scarcelyany opposition.

,

5
0
0

2

2

ball catcher, who was mangled by a Fanta

Benton -Newby Appeal
A fprlngfleld. Ill, dispatch says that
Judge E C Kraemer has perfectedan apj eal to the Supremo Court of the United
Jews Ate of Unorthodox Meat. * States In the celebrated Benton- Newby
The orthodox Russian Jews of Grand case. Judge Allen fixed Benton’s bond at
Baplda, Mich., who number 900, formerly (2, 590, and the prospect is that he will be
purchased meat at a local market, slaugh- released from the penitent a-y In a few
tered as Moses directs, but the butcher days, os Judge Kraemer declares that the
went out of business, Arrangements bond will be given.
were made for a supply from ChiGrain and Malt Bum.
cago. shipments to be made through
Fire destroyed the three elevatorsand
• Russian rabbi, who would put hla
one of the malthouses af the Hales k Curcertificateof cleanlinessupon each piece.
tis Malting Company,at Bliss and Hickory
The*Rabbl left Chicago some Urns ago, and
streets, Chicago,Friday night The e!e
his mark has been fraudulently put upon
valors contained 200,000 bushels of malt
th* meat by others.
and 100,000 busheU of barley. The loss to
the malting company will' amount to nearA Mother's Heroic Deed.
At the villageof Mills, Ky„ a fire deetroyed the dwellingand store of Frederick
A Hcuson and other buildings Housed
and bis son escaped. Mr* Honson could
have saved herself,but she tried to awaken
her two daughters,aged 17 and lOrespecll/ely. ond all three perished

f

Contentment is
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Commit tM on streets &nd bridges with pow-

BUSINESS

er to net.

A

DIR!

entertainmentswill The committeeon poor reported, presentii.fi
be glveft for the benefit of the Y. the semi-monthlyreport of the director of the
Attorneys.
M.
C.
A. and Y. W. C. A. of this city. poor end said committee,recommending *46.71
Q. VAN SCHELVEN, Editor.
PVIBKEMA. O.J., Attorney at Law. Collections
for the support of the poor for the two weeks
It will be opened by a lecture on
ending Febutry7tb. 1804, and having extended StateB*17 ******* to' Offlo0'0Ter F,Ml
Thursday, Feb. 1, by Rev. J. T. Ber- temporaryaid to the amount of f 88. 50. —ApSATURDAY, JAN. 20, 1391
cBBIDE, P. H.. Attorney.Real Estate and
gen. Next will follow a concert,un- proved and warrants ordered Issued on the olty Iff
at! insurance.Office. McBride’s Block.
treasurer
for
the
several
amounts
as
recomWe have been Informed from relia-Xder the management of Profs. CampDOST, J. C., Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
mended.
ble sources that a bill In chancery Is Jbeil and Post of Grand Rapids; date
L Real Estate anc Collections. Office,Post's
REPORT OP ELIOT COMmTTIM.
about to be filed in the Ottawa circuit Itrafro fixed later. The third on the The msyor reported that the select eommittee Block.
by the Wolverine Electric Light Co., list will be a lecture from Rev. 0. H. on sale of; electric light bonds had deliveredthe
Banks.
of this place against the City of Hoi* 'iRealc, of Lansing, on Feb. 16. The first five electrio light bonds to P. H. McBride LURST STATE BANK. Commercialand Savland, asking for an Injunction restrain- /closing entertainment will be a con- and that five thousand dollars,from the sale of F iugsDep't.I. Cappon,President. Germ
said bonds, had been deposited In the Holland W. Mokma, Cashier.Capital Stock •50,000.
cert by the popular Ladies Quartette
ing the latter from entering upon
City State Bank. Also reported sn order from
AND CITY-STATEBANK. Commercial
system of commercial lighting.Otis of Grand Haven, assisted by local the CommercialElectric Company to pay Arbno- TTOLL
11 and Savings Dept. J. Van Pnttsn, Pres.,
kle, Ryan A Co., nine hundred dollars on their O. Varsohure, Cashier.Capital stock $60,000.
conceded by the complainantsthat the musicians.
The price of tickets, including re- contract for machinery.— Report accepted and
city has an undoubted jlght to mainClothing.
Resolved,that the sum of nine hundreddollars
tain and operate a plant} for the pur- served seats, for the course will be onseries of four
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Dealers

—

—

OF

in

SMOKED

FRESH, SAIT, AND

ME A.TS

B

be paid to Arbuokle, Ryan AOa. as pee the or-

poses of street lighting, and hence its ly one dollar, single tickets 35 cents.

Dn

Dealers in Beady

Parties desiring

Choice Steaks and Roasts
Are especiallyinvited to

THE

NGXliTlmlMS
—

Made. Cent's Furnish-

AT

DE KRAKER

Street

DE KOSTER.

A

““Holland, Mich., Aug. 8, 1892.

—

i

HUNTLEY.

A.

PKRTBCH, D..

Dealer in Dry Goods, Fancy
Goods and Famishing Goods. Eighth Street

D

call.

Market :on River

Specialty.
Dry Goods and Groceries.
Goods a

ing

troit, said

Goods
FOR

nOSMAN BROTHERS. MerchantTailors and

Compear De- 13

der of the CommercialElectric

amount being pert payment on contract with said ElectricCompany, npon the express conditionthat this payment shall not be
rela- construed as an acceptance of the work of said
company or any part thereof as sgregd la s»id

attacks are directed solely against
Personal Mention.
commercial lighting. The attorneys
for the complainants a e Messrs. MoMis* Martha Blom visited with
Knight, McGany & Judkins, of Grand tives In Grand Haven this week.

Baplds. In their

n vest! gallons,
contract
ROOT A KRAMER. Dealers In Dry Goods, NoMiss Nellie Koning Is on a week's
oouinnnciTiom pbom oiit oppxoxrs.
lions, Groceries,Flour, Feed, etc., Eighth
which have been very minute and thoThe city clerk recommended that the council Direct.
Engineer and HacbiDlst.
rough, they are said to have admitted visit to her brother at Saugatuck.
direct the crediting beck to the funds to
Mrs. Geo. E. Hunt of Traverse City which they properlybelong such same of money ITAN PUTTEN, G. A BON 8, General Dealers la
that all the proceedings on the part of
v Dry Goods, Groceries,Crockery. Hats, and
the city were found to be regular and is visiting relativesand friends here. as have bees loaned from one fund to another Cape, Floor,Produce, etc. Elver Street.
Office and Shop on Seventh St.
In conformity^ thecha^ter provisions.
niTTON NEL8. Fashionable Dry Goods. StaMrs. R. Ranters Is slowly recovering fond. -Adopted.
The secretaryof hose company Bo, 1 reported
pie and Fancy. New store In City Hotel
What is claimed however, and upon from a very serious illness.
land, Mich.
New Store,
the resignationof Frank I. Walsh as a member
these legal grounds the present action
J. Van der Sluis of the G. R. Banier of said company,and presented s bill of *lfl.M
Drugs and Medicines.
Is based, is thafc' any law or city charfor eight months service by Ifr. Walsh as fireColumbia Blk, Eighth st. Mill and Engine Repairing
was in the city Monday.
man. -Resignation accepted and bill referredto nOESBURG, J. O.. Dealer In Drags and Medlter authorizing i municipality to enMrs. J. F. Dyk spent Thursday with the committee on fire department
xJ
clues, Paints and Oils. Toilet Articles, Imgage In commercial lighting,in compeported and Domestic Cigars. Eighth Street.
Specialty.
Also reportedthe electionof Jerry Dykstra as
friends in Grand Rapids.
tition with existing plants, is to that
member' of Hose. Co Ho. 1, subject to the approT1TALSH,
HEBER,
Druggist and Pharmacist;
extent unconstitutionaland void, inMayor Hummer has been laid up val of the common oonnoll.—Approved.
tv afultatockof goods appertaining to the
All Orders Promptly Attended to.
The secretaryof Hose Co. No. 9 reportedthe business. Qlty Drag Store, Eighth Street.
asmuch as in theory and in fact it with a severe cold, but is better.
election of John Rutgersas a member of said
‘‘confiscatesthe private property of
J. Kerkhof had business in Grand company subjectto the approval of the common
Hardware.
Ready and willing to meet
the citizen without due process of
council. -Approved.
Rapids, Wednesday.
law.” Of lateyear^ in this state the
'.W i< /
any party in consultation
Richard Van den Berg, night-watch and night T7AN OORT. J. B. General Hardware and
Herman Van Ark returned Thurs- police, reportedhiivlng collected from cltliens
Htnvea. Repairing promptly attendedto.
legislature has granted municipalities
Da.
E.
O. WEST'S NERVE AND BRAIN
Eighth Street.
relative to boilers,
TREATMENT,! specific for Hysteria,Dlxsiness.
and business men for his servicesas follows
the right to erect Wctric lighting day from a business trip to Dettoit.
Fits, Neuralgia,Headache,Nervous Prostration
December.
1893. *ao.3S-UDCollected12 50.
J. C. Holmes is visiting friends at
engines and other
caused by alcoholor tobacco. Wakefulness. MenJob Printing.
plants with authoritjuooperate them
January, 1891. 820.33-Uncolleoted 89,50.
j
tal Depression, Softening of Brain, causing Inalso for commercial Vpurposes. The Kalamazoo.
sanity. misery,decay, death,PrematureOld Age,
The followingclaims approved by the Board
Machinery.
IT- ANTERS. JOHN D.. Commercial and all Barrenness. Loss of Power In either sex, Impoquestion however whether thus conJ. H. Boone of Zeeland was jin the of Publ’o works, January15th, 1*94, were co'rtlV other Job Printing neatly executed, in En- toner, Leucorrhcea and all Female Weaknesses.
glish and Holland languages.Eighth Street.
Involuntary Losses. Bpermathorrhcca caused by
ferring this authorityAlnvolves
a vio- city this week and gave the Nflws of- flod to the common council for payment, v's
over-oxertionof brain, Self abuse, over IndulE. Van dor Veen, hardware ................
M ”5
lation of theconstitutkmal guarantee fice a call.
Manufactories,Shops, Etc. gence. A month’s treatment, II, C for 15, by
J. R. Kleyu lumber ........................
1
mail. We guarantee six boxes to cure. Each
above referred to,\ has ne- Miss Sina Van Zoeren of Vriesland Boot & Kramer merchandise ..............4 50
Holland, Mich., Feb. 18, ’92.
Ij'LIEMAN.J.,Wagon and Carriage Mannfac- order for 6 boxes, with {3 will send written guarver been tested before the courts. The was the guest of her aunt Mrs. J. Kon- J. Framer,labor as snperintendeut....... 7 M r tory and Blacksmith aud Repair Shop. antee to refund if not cured. Guarantees Issued
onljrby
..... W. Z. BANGS,
Q. Blom, firing at water works for one fire 1 00 Dealer in AgriculturalImplements.River St.
bill is in the usual form, accompanied
l-lv. Grandvllle Ave., Grand Rapids, Mich
ing this week.
8 57
T. Bredeweg. 5 29-32 cords steam wood.
by a petition, asking the Uourt for an
T
UNTLEY. A.. Practical Machinist, Mill and
Miss Martha Prakken was .laid up W. C. Johnston, 15 11-32 cords of steam
1 Engine Impairs ^specialty.Shop on Sevorder to the city to show cause why a
23
IS enth street, near River.
wood ......................................
this week by injuries sustained from
temporary injunctionshould not also
J. Kardux. 1323-32 coards of ?team wood.. 21 M>
a collisionon the ice.
M. Van Kanl^en, 11-32 ooarJs of stoam
Meat Markets.
issue restrainlngit from enUring upon
Prof, and Mrs, P. A. Latta of Allewool .................................
commercial lighting during the pendA Full Line of
G. J. Brbnlte % cord of steam wood ....... 1 23 f \E KRAKER A DE KOSTKR, Doaleisin all
ency of litigation, aijd it\ remains gan were the guests of their daughter L, Jolvfng.0 5-89 cords of steam wood ..... 8 O'i J kinds of Fresh and Salt M^ats. Market on
River
Street.
with the judgb whether on not to Mrs. W. C. Walsh, Sunday.
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1

R. Van den Brink, 12Jb cords of steam

WILL VAN DER VEERE, Dealer In all kinds
I. Marsiljc and W. Diekema were in
grant such request. From the above
wood ....................................
23 03
of Fresh and Salt Meats. Market on
it will be seen that whatever the out- Grand Rapids on probate business, J Orofoot.34 cords of steam wood .........49 35 Eighth Street.
R. Brower. 8 7-32 cords of steam wood
come of this new litigationmay be, it Wednesday.
Miscellaneous.
will in no wise interfere witli the proMrs. Jacob G- Van Putten spent C. Van Kampen. 25 9-32 cords of steam
1^ EPPEL, T.. Dealer In Wood and Coal. lath.
ject of street lighting.
Wednesday with her sister Mrs. B. D. wood .................................
IV shingles, salt, land and calcined pla-ter.
J. Brouwer. 10 23-32 copls of steam wood..
Corner Eight and Cedar Streets.
Keppel, at Grand Haven.
Last week there was tried In the
rr RANDALL. 8. R.. Dealer in Fancy Notions,
B. L. Scott and Daniel Bertsch T. Van De Vnsse. 0 15-32 cords of steam
VJ Deportmentand Bazaar Goods and Tin ware.
Oakland circuit the contested election leave Monday on a six weeks’ visit to
Eighth
Street.
wood .................................
case involving the county clerkship of
J. Van den Heuvel. 3 cords of steam wood.
California and the Pacific slope.

LUMBER,

Wayne

county,

known as

the

May-Rey-

R.

Van

Sloten. 5 19 32

cords of steam wood

Millinery.

Lath

cintl

—

AT

^

—

solicit their

Scott's Lumber Yards.

season.
20 ly

1

oitlco

on River Street

ADIR0NDA
TRADE MARK

Wheeler^
Opposite old Phoenix Planing
Mill.

Holland,Mich., March

30,

Will PoaittveljCur

10

HEART DIj;|A8EbgpRo8TRATioN

6m

8LEE PLaS-NEBS,AND
Nervons System.
UNEXCELLED FOR INFANTS.
A blessed boon for tired Mothers aid Restless
Derangements of

All

tbe

Babies.
Purely vegetable,guwauteed free from opiates
100 full sire doses 50 cents.

PREPARED BY

:#fSv

&

Wheeler

mi

In February, for six fire alarm boxes and one regthat while an ordinary electionconister samples to accompany all proposalai
test is settled by the courts, where it
[omciAL.]
Aid. Habermann moved that three additional
involves a state office the constitution
Common Council.
arc lights be purchasedand placed as follows
provides that “when the determinaone at the Intersection,
of River and Seventh
Holland. Mich.. Jan. 16,1894.
tion of the board of state canvassers is The common council met In regular session streets one at the intersectionof Mill and Seventh streets, and one at the Intersectionof Pine
contested the legislature in joint con* and was calledto order by the mayor.
Present: Mayor Hammer, Aids. Ter Vree, and Fifteenthstreets.
•ventlon shall decide which person is
Aid. De Bpelder was excused from further atLokker. De Bpelder, Boboon, Den Uyl, Dolman
elected.” Mr. Ellis holding his certi- Schmid, Habermann,Vliscber and Harrington tendance at this meeting.
Aid. Visscher called for a divisionof tbe quesficate from this state board, nothing and the Clerk.
tion. The several porpoeltlons being put, they
Readingof minutes was suspended.
short of a special session of the legis-

Heart
'AND
Nerve

1893.

I

.
'

patronage and
good will for the

for their past

.

...
..r
...
..

Lowest Prices.

MISS DEVRIES A CO.
We thank our customers

Painters.

Mrs. T. Metcalf was called to Fownolds case. May is the present inTVE MAAT, R., House, Carriage, and Sign
lerville,in this state, to attend the F. Hosted. <3-72 cords of steam wood....
XJ Palntlny,plain aud ornamentalpaper hangcumbent, by virtue of the certificate
F.
Koetsier.
22
5-3'-*
cords
of
steam
wood.
..
funeral of her sister-in-law.
ing. Shop at residence,ou seventh St., near R
issued by the board of county canvasJ. Van Rente, 3 1-22 cords of steam wood.
U. Depot.
Mrs. B. B. Godfrey and J. B. McNett R. De We- rd, 20 5-10 cords of steam wood.
sers in November 1892. Reynold is
were iu the city Wednesday, attending T. Atkinson,0 23-32 cords of steam wood..
Boots and Shoes.
the contestant; At the trial in Ponthe
session of the medical pension J. Bakker. 10* cords sb-ara wood .........
tiac last week, under the rulings of the
TTEROLD, E., & CO.. Dealers In Boots and
W. Hrtkiacder.3 % cords of steam wood.
1 Shoe*, and rubber goods. Will occupy new
court, a large amount of votes were board.
R. Van Rente. 27 81-22 cords of steam
store soon.
Miss
Grace
Thomas
has
returned
thrown out for having been illegally
wood ................... ..................
Physicians.
cast, sufficientin number to oust May from her visit at her home in Keelers- J. Kramer, 3ft cords of steam wood ........
L. Nicholas.82ft -ords of steam wool .....
ville,
to
resume
dressmaking
in
this
and give the election to Reynolds, reT7' REMERS. H.. Physician and Surgeon . ResiJ. Derksen. 1 3-16 cords of steam wood ....
Iv dence on Twelfth street, corner of Market,
publican. The verdict of the jury city.
H. Platmeyer.3 23-32 cords of steam
Office at drug store, Eighth Street.
was in accordancewith the rulings of
Miss Effle Mokma succeeds Miss wood ......................................
Saloons.
the court, and is now awaiting con- Zeba Van Zwaluwenburg as steno- H. Kenyon. 2 9-32 conls of steam wood....
RLOM. C., River Street Liquors, Wine and
firmation, or reversal,by the supreme grapher in the law office of G. J. DiekD Beer. Bottling Works next door. Orders
G. M .Van Kampen 46I4 cords of steam
promptly delivered.
court. If confirmed,, however, It in- ema.
wood .................................. •••
volves more than the mere contest beW. H. Van Leeuwen of Grands Rap- J. Bronkborst. 4& cords of steam wood. ..
Watches and Jewelry.
tween May and Reynolds. In its wake ids was in the city Wednesday, in conI) REYMAN. O., & SON, Watchmaker? and Jew.
Allowod'and w*r-Rn*n ordored Issued.
follows also the tenure of office of the nection with his duties as executor in
J elers. and Dealers in Silverware. Repairing
The board of iuWc vorks reportedthat promptly
executed.Cor. River and Mar!ketSts
present Attorney General. It will be
the estate of the late J. F. Dyk.
at a meeting of sal.! »>o«rrt held January 15th,
rememberedthat Mr. Ellis’ plurality
Sup't. C. M. McLean attended the 1894, H. G. Hanson vn* anointed eWc* engineer
ever Mr. Diekema was only 1,322. and
of the city water works and electric light station
meeting of the Lake Shore Education- at a salary of sixty dollars per month ; said apthe total of Wayne county ballots
al Club at Saugatuck, Saturday, and pointment to be subject to the a.-provalof the
thrown out as irregular in the Maydelivered a paper on ‘‘The Teacher’s common council,and to take effect when the
v j;.t tReynolds case is far in excess of Ellis’
electric 'Igbt stationIs completed and accepted
Work.”
declared plurality. So that in case
by the clty.-Appointment approved.
Prof. J. W. Humphrey,county comMOTIONSAND BXSOLUTIONB.
A.be Pontiac verdict is sustained,it
follows also that Mr. Diekema has missioner of schools of Alllegan county, On motion of Aid. Bchoon the city clerk
was Instructedto advertise, one Insertion, In The
l)een elected Attorney General, by a was in the city Friday, on his way
American Contractor and tbe Holland City
home
from
a
visit
to
the
schools
safe plurality. But the difficulty innrws, that sealed proposals will bercelvedby
the common council at the firstregular meeting
volved In that event would be this, Fillmoreand Manlius townships.

and Winter

Fall

Shingles,

•
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,
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Lecture Course

Y» M. C. A.

fti'.

Fuller Medieiue Co!,

CEDAR SPRINGS. MICH.
bv HEBER WALSH, and MARTIN A

HUIZINGA.
Bold

Holland. Mtcb.

IV

51

;

:

uation. In conversation with Mr.
Diekema upon this subject be said be
could under no circumstancestake any

FirmONB AND ACCOUNT!.

elect

not concurringthereinby yeas and nays,

Blok and Mr«. L. Rockwood petitioned that asfoUows:
River and Seventh streettheir taxes be remitted.— Bef cried to committee
Yeas : Dolman,Schmid, Habermann—
on poor.
O.

The followingclaims were presented,via
R. Van den Berg. 2 months salary as

step In the matter until the supreme
court has passed upon the May-Reynight-watch ........
........ .-833
uoldscase; and even if the supreme Grand Rapids Lithographing Co.. 12 Eleccourt should confirm the case, he does
tric Light Bonds .......................... W
not feel as if the people of the state 8. Workman, 4 days labor on streets ...... 5
5
ought to be put to the expense of an D. Mulder.
C. Mcertens. 4ft
5
extra session of the Legislature for the John Nles, two lanterns ....................1
simple purpose of deciding upon the C. Ver Bchure,writing four bonds west

1'
“ M
"

Eleventh street

......

’.

.................. *

3-

Nays: Ter Vree, Lokker.Bchoon, Den Uyl,

:

‘

attorney general contest.

m

were not adopted,a majority of all the aldermen

Jature could take cognizance of the sit-

Visscher,Harrington-

si; if

6.

33

and Seventh street.—
Yeas: D&lman, Schmid, Habermann— 3.

00

Yays

§

Mill

:

Ter Vree. Lokker, Scboon, Den Uyl,

00 Visscher, Harrington— 6.
Pine and Fifteenthstreet.Yeas: Bchoon, Dnlman, Schmid,

00
63
00

4.

^

ton.

<j

sf®

Habermann-

i;®

Nays: Tor Vree, Don Uyl, Visscher, HarringLokker-

Q

6.

Adjourned.
James Huntley, stakes for Tenth, Eleventh
? Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
Sixth and Fish streets and FUth ward. . 15 92
8. Den Uyl, labor and material at city hall.• 1 6o
Boot A Kramer, oU tor Hose Comp’y No. 1
65
Dr. Price’s Cream Baking Powder
J. De Feyter, team work for fire dep'l ...... 1 25
World’s Fair Highest Medal and Diploma.
J. O. Dyk, 6 days drying hoee for Hose Co.
No. 1 ............ ........................
625
T. Keppel, stove wood for city poor ........10 65

umsHiNGTOR, d.
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^ -

phsaocneual

17th vsar of
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a
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snoosm. .

Rational Tmnitnrx

apMlHl
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- -^ oogntryhashadMi
Is

"T
It

hM^pdnsd this proud

j

Interesting fiunllyns wspapsr.

for

urea, It will

tfye

Year 1894

SS

constantlyadd new onas.

ITS
IVTir HMorv, by men who actually servsfl and
fought In the
.
; _____ Btortem of Romance, Travel,ExpartSOOl
Bitort

stniggle. _

.

Horticultural papers assert that the
.
strawberry crop In the United States
next year Is going to be a small one,
and tbatthis Is especially true of the
couth and west. The drough In August
4 00
and September was widespread, and Wm. Swift, paid two poor orders ......
while it has not ruined the strawberry E J. Harrington paid two poor orders ..... 4 00
D. DeVries, paid twelve poor orders ..... .. 17 50
fields, It has injured them. The plants
Charles Scott^lght ireeks bouse rent for
made no runners and many old plants Mrs. O. Pearl ............................
did not survive the rigor of the very
The scyeral claims, excepting claim of J. C.
. unfavorable weather. In Southern Dyk, were allowed and warrants ordered lasted
Illinois, theacreage has been steadily Clalmof J. C. Dyk was referred to 'the oommltdiminishing. In fact, many acres of teoon fire department.
atrawberry fields have been ploughed
BEPOKTS OT STANDING COMMITTEES
ujf and given over to sweet potato
The committeeon streetsand bridges reported
culture during, the past year. Berry
• . growing has not been near as profita- that they, together with the township highway
ble as heretofore, not so much on ac- commissionerhad pat new plank s on the brllge
count of larger crops a4 the serious on Sixteenth street, east of Lud street and recompetition springing from Other
nt.hpr commendedthat theclty payohe half of the ex-

E.

VANDERVEEN, Hardware, Holland, Mich.

whole people.

.

Hs-

MW

Pounds

Flour and 12 pounds of
Bran and Middlings given in
exchange for one bushel
of

,

Tint National
to

'

the

of Wheat.

.

f?

K&T

pense therefore,amounting to *5.75.- Adopted.

m

-

Tbe matter

of

repairingculvertswas referedto

It^^rivem^andtottmi
Bre?

The Walsli-De Boo Milling Co.,
Standard Boiler

Mills.

line that appears In ffijl ’
appearedIn no other paper. II f

mr boiler-plate

the national

Holland, Mich.

_

liSUssS.

.

Unequalled facilities for grinding grists of Rye, Buckwheat, Corn, Oats, and Barley.

_

•

^

NationalrepulaUon. _
.
O. A. K-. IF. K. C., and 8. •/ F. aowt, more

1729
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Dutch Influence In

New Eng-

land.

Born to Mr. and Mrs. A. C. McLei-

can character,

the Ameriand especially on the

New England

character which is still

•TJie Dutch iofluence on

lan, Market street, Thursday— a son.

The

_

loss sustained by postmaster

Van Duren by the recent Are at

the salt of the Hepublic, receives de-

his

residence has been satisfactorilyad-

served tribute, in an article byWllliam

justed.

Elliot Griffis in Harper’s Magazine for

Everybody come to the Martial Band
January. The subject has not heretofore commanded the attention It Club Room Saturday evening (20th,)
merits, and we are glad to see that and have a good social time. Grand
Mr. Griffis understandsits importance. March at 9:00 o’clock.
We took occasion recently to indiDon't forget the meeting of the Holcate that Mr. Andrew Carnegie was
land Rod and Gun Club, next Tuesday
not correct in describingthe Amerievening, Jan. 23, at *7:30 sharp, at
can assubstantiallythree-fourthsBrltArthur Baumgartel’sshop.
ishTand one-fourth German, and Mr.
H. G. Hanson, formerly engineer of
Griffis shows that the Hollander is a
part not to be ignored in the analysis. the Standard Roller Mills, has been
He points out that, in the evolution of appointed chief engineer of the city
the modern New Englander,there water works and electric light stahave been many potent influences.Not
the least of the factors molding him
has been the influence of Dutch precedent, contact and example. The influence has been exerted on both sides
of the Atlantic,politically, socially
and religiously.The counter influence
of the New Englanders upon the New
Nethorlandersmay have been vastly
greater. Nevertheless, of the energies

tion. ‘
A

New

church sunda^

school, to which every one is invited,
will be held at the home of Mrs. C. A.
Stevenson, River street, this (Friday)

Sarsaparilla.

evening.

time, a great sufferer from conitlpatlon, kidney trouble, and indlfet-

In regard to the rumored change of
the post-office we learn that

new

pro-

among
The Walsh-De Roo Milling Co. held
the first and most lasting. Arising at its annuel meeting Thursday evening
Holland’s heroic age, they acted upon and re-electedthe old board of direcformativeperiod.

tors:

I.

He writes: f

" For eight yeara, I was, moat of the

tlon, so that

Cappon, H. Walsh, C. J.

De

shows how much the Roo, G. W. Mokma, 'Vy. C. Walsh.
New Englanders learned from their
C. D. Sharrow of Jackson, Mich.,
Dutch associates and neighborsin the
state deputy of the order of “The
line of developing the wealth of the
Modern Woodmen of America,” a benGriffis

my

'

Brothers.

constitutionseemed

to be completely broken

contributed by the Dutch were

Mr.

Bosman

8. P. Smitji, of Towanda, Pa.,
whose constitution was completely
broken down, is cured by Ayer’s

posals and negotiations are pending,
which have made and are making the and that in all probabilitiesthe office
typical, composite American, those will remain where it is.

a people in their

winrioods!

Have Arrived at

;

social of Grace

and

Fall

down. I was

induced to try Ayer's Sarsaparilla, and
took nearly seven bottles, with such
excellent results that my stomach,
bowels, and kidneys are in perfect condition, and, in all their functions,as
regular as clock-work. At the time
I began taking Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, my
weight was only 129 pounds; I now con
brag of 159 pounds, and was never In so
good health. If you could see me before and after using, yon would want
me for a travelingadvertisement.
I believe this preparationof Sarsaparilla
to be the beat in the market to-day.”

Don’t forget to ask for prices on

the Spanevolent and benefit fraternity,was in
of gold and* silver.
the city this week, looking over the
Of course neither Holander nor New
field with a view of establishinga loEnglander had an opportunityto disAyer’s
cal branch here.
cover such wealth as Peru and Mexico
Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer Co., Lowell,Male.
surrendered to their conquerors,but At the annual meeting of Hope
Cures others, will cure you
neither Puritan nor Dutchman wasted church sunday-schonl, held last week,
any tirpe in search for sudden fortune. the following officers were chosen:
They came to this country to make it G. J. Dleketna superintendent,
their home, and they applied them- Arthur Van Duren sec’y and treas.,
selves with all their energies to ex- Miss Nellie Pfanstlehllibrarian.J. B.
FAMILY
STORE
tract a wholesome substance from sea Nykerk chorister,Mrs. C. Gilmore
1NCI.C 1NG
organist.
and
The Dutchman’s farming tools and
Fresh and Sait Meats.
Word was received here Wednesday
methods, as well as his amusements that Mrs. P. Boot, aged 78 years, an
and luxuries,were later borrowed by old resident of this city, and at present We have just opened a full line of
the folks living, east of the Hudson.
stopping with her daughter in Grand tROCEimks.This, in addition to our
The Yankee, though slow to imitate Rapids, has met with a serious acci-JfMEATMaui;kt. will imjkeour place a
the painstaking of the boer, in due dent. In going from one room of the/ complete Family Supply Stoke, such
soil, instead of seeking, like
iard, for treasures

Sarsaparilla
8c

•

land.

f

.

SUPPLY

We

Can Sate You Money,

time learned that his root crops, vege-

house to another she stumbled and fcl as the place needs.
tables, buckwheat cakes, flowers, in such away as to fractureher rigl/t
We are centrally located in the resisleds, sleighs, skates, light plows and
dent portion of the city. Orders
limb above the
sawmills were better than his own.
promptly filled. A fresh supply of
Rev. Washington Gardner delivered'
The men who gave New Englanders
country produce always on hand.
their military training were the veter- his lecture “Nine-Tenths of the NineAN ZWALUWENBVRG &
ans of Dutch wars, and the Dutch teenth Century,” in Lyceum Opera \
Michmerquizen ,j„
sawmill made it possible for New Eng- house, Thursday evening, to an appreCorner Market and 13th sts. • 40-ly.
landers, to develop that shipbuilding ciative audience, that fairly filled the
industry that was at the foundationof hall. Mr. Gardner is a forcible lectucolonial prosperity and had much to rer and deservedly popular—one of
do with the marvelous progress of A- those “all-around”rostrum speakers,
that always satisfy. During his stay,
mericans in commerce and in war.
Notwithstanding occasionalhostili- here ho was the guest of Mr. and Miy

knee.

\

;

ties, fostered more

by

political rival- D. B. K.

Van

PJEW

Raalte.

of the Atlantic The prospects for a new manufactur
than by Jealousy between the colonists ing enterprise In this city, to which we
on this side, the Dutchmen and the referred last week, are about to be rePuritans had much in common. While alized, although at the hour of going
the men of Massachusettswere strug- to press the deal had not been finally
gling as stoutly as they dared against closed. The project involves the erecthe encroachments of despotic royalty, tion of a paper mill, with a capital
the “Nine Men” of New Amsterdam stock of $80,000. giving employment to
were demanding reforms and regula- about forty hands. Until the affair is
tions, and protesting against the a fixed fact we reserve further comhaughtiness of the Dutch Governor ment.
Stuyvesant. New Englanders settled
The South Ottawa Teacher’s Assounder Dutch Jurisdiction,the nationciation
will hold its next meeting atalities intermarried,and from these
Hudsonvllle
Saturday, the
unions sprang a stock which has given
27th inst., at 10 a. m. The program
to America some of her most distin-

ries on the other side

I

irT.zn

Stoves, Tinware, Shelf

guished sons,

stock .of

pecu-

is

as follows:

1.

Easy work inPrlmaryGrades.—IdaPrescclt.

S'.'eca

globe.

Discount—

'

43tf

li

I V

Holland, Mich.

Eighth St.

C. L.

STRENG & SON.

RESORT!

MARTIN & HUIZINGA

.

*

Hfe;

-

MiW&.‘

I

Make me a call; Two doors west of Opera House.

L. R. Heasley.

The Dutch element should not be,
Discussion opened by O. M. Good enow.
and will not be, ignored by the intelligent student of America, past and
General Bepair Shop.
present It is one of the most valuable
Persons desiring any repairingdone
elements that go to make up the citizenship of the great Republic, and it In the line of Sewing Machines, Guns,
Locks, Umbrellas, or small machinery
will be lasting in its influenceupon
of any kind, will find me prepared to
the Republic. While it is true that do the work. Shop In basement of
the earlier emigrants from Holland American Hotel, one door west of C.
came here to improve their material Blom’s bakery, Eighth Street.
John F. Zalsman.condition,and not for concience’s
Holland, Mich., Nov. 18,* 1893.
sake, like the Puritan,it is also true
that they were fresh from the heroic
The use of Hall’s Hair Renewer
struggle which the men of Holland promotes the growth of the hair, and
had carried on-against the power of restores its natural color and beauty,
Spain, and not improbably some of the frees the scalp of dandruff tetter, and
all Impurities.
first settlers of the New Netherlands
<» . ....
had taken part in the closing scenes of
The world-widereputation of Ayer’s
that immortal conflict. They were Hair Vigor, Is due to its healthy acdeeply imbued with a love of liberty, tion on the hair and scalp. The Inand notwithstanding nationalpreju- comparable preparation restores the
original color to gray and faded hair,
dice they were quick to perceive that
and imparts the gloss and freshness so
liberty was more readily to be en- much desired by all classes of people.
joyed under English rule than under
“Now Is the winter of our disconthe control of a commercial companyortent
made glorious summer” by Ayer’s
ganized solely for profit, whatever the
Sarsaparilla.This wonderful mediresult to the colonists.Hence the decine so invigorates the system and enteftninedopposition of the burghers riches the blood that cold weather beof New Amsterdam to Stuyvesant’scomes positively enjoyable. Artie exproposal to fight the English, and plorers would do well to make a rnote

i!

have'been in the Hardware busineBB for many years and
have become thoroughly conversant with the trade.
We wish to receive a fair share of the patronage
of the people of Holland and vicinity and all
will be treated with due courtesy.

Discnssion opened by J. H. Petrie.
4. Bank

|

1);

I

keenness Discussion opened by Allle Alwood.
of the Yankee, retainingthe deliberHow to make a live association—
ate temper and quiet but resolute courMr. McDongaL
Disous slon opened by P. R. Coeter.
age of the Dutch, along with the irresistableenergy which has made the 3 Sanitation In tbe schoolroom.—
Dr. B. B. Godfrey
Anglo-Norman master of half the

m

I

a

liar character, combining the

and Heavy

Hardware, Cutlery, Bolts, "etc.

on

mfc*.
Igh:-,

NIES, Prop.

J.

•

mill

m

r"

r

A

tonrini u»; of

Dimes
Chemicals,
- Patent Medicines,
Staple Drugs and
Sundries,

Forty-

adjoining

Acre Tract

the

well-

known and favorably
located Resort

known

as

Paints,

Harrlnoton’s Landlno

Oils

and Varnishes.
Stationry, Fancy Good
Periodicals,

Is offered for sale at
s,

School

& College Books

of this.

hence the fact that the two races, so
nearly allied in disposition, and desFrom now on Overcoats are sold
tined to bear thecommon inheritancebelow cost at
Lokker & Rutgers.
of the American name and of American
glory, progress and independence, be
came amalgamatedalmost as peacca
Store to Reatbly as if they dwelt together from the
The store now occupied by H. Stem
beginning.
&Co., on Eighth street, will he to rent
by February 1st, 1894. Address
• — — —
T A. J. Ward, »
Subscribe for the Holland City
flint, Mich.
• News

i

a

Socially.

A FILL USE OF CHOICE

mm.

a bargain.

If desired, eighty
acres can be had.
Inquire of

Pan

Wines and Liquors for Medicinal
Purposes.

E. J. Harrington,
faicritUtti ik fiedpes Cmfifil;Cwfmdei

Hollaed,Mich/, Not. 10,1899.
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lOE’S SEE:
AN ELOQUENT DISCOURSE AND
UNIQUE TEXT.
JI«w

nm

WM

Klll«d

by

J»*l—

Th# Bad

Mews Brought to His Mother-Sitting at
the Palace Wladow-Aa Buiogj of the
•Anxious Mothers.
Mothais in Israel.

and unique subject was
presented by Dr. Talmage, Sunday
afternoon. Text, Judges v, 28, “The
mother of Slsera looked out at a winThis novel

The Bible account sirs: “Her wise
folds ot the King's upholstery to look ladies answered her yea. She redown at us. We are not told the par- turned answer to herself: ‘Have they
ticulars about the residence of Sisera 's not sped? Have they not divided the
mother, but there is in that scene in prey— to every man a damsel or two, to
the book of Judges so much about em- Sisera a prey of divers colors, a prev
broideries and needlework and ladies of divers colors of needlework, of divers colors of needlework on both
in wailing that we know her residence
must have been princely and palatial. sides?* *’ She makes no anxious utterHo wo have no minute and particular ance about the wounded in battle, about
descriptionof the palace at whose win- the bloodshed, about the dying, about
dow our glorified mother sits, but there the dead, about the principles involved
In the battle going on, a battle no imis so much in the closing chapters of
the good
good old book about crowns, and portant that the stars and the freshets
pearls
big enough to make a gate out took part, and the clash of swords was
rls bit
of one of them, new tongs and marriage answered by the thunder of the skies.
suppers, and harps, and white horses What she thinks most of is the bright
with kings in the stirrups, and golden colors of the wardrobes to be captured
candlesticks that we know the heaven- and the needlework. '‘To Sisera a prey
ly residence of our mother is superb, is of divers colors, a prey of divers colors
unique, is colonnaded, is domed, is em- of needlework, of divers colors of
bowered, is fountained. is glorified be- needlework on both sides.”
An Apottropha to Mothers.
yond the power of pencil or pen or
tongue to present,and in the window
1- •*# if you still press tho question,
of the
mother sits watching ‘ * here's mother?” I will tell you
thepalace the
‘
for news from the battle. Whatacon- where she is not, though onco she was
trast between that celestial surround- there. Some of you started with her
ing and her once earthly surround- likeness in your face and her principles

dow.”
Spiked to the ground of Jaels tent
lay the dead commander in chief of the
CanaanitiBhhoet, General S’sera, not
ter from the river Kishon, which was
only a dry bed of pebbles when in 1889,
in Palestine, we crossed it, but the gullies and ravines which ran into it indicated the possibilityof great freshets
like the one at the time of the text. ings! What a work to bring up a
<2eneratSisorabad gone out with 900 family, in the old time way, with but
Iron chariots,but he was defeated, and, little or no hired help, except perhaps
his chariot wnecis interlocked with the for the washing day or for the swine
wheels of other chariots, he could not slaughtering, commonly called “the
retreat fast enough, and so he leaped to killing day!”
the ground and ran till, exhausted, he
Old Fashioned Mothers.

‘

your soul. Hut you have cast nor
out. That was an awful thing for you
to do, but you have done it. That hard,
in

grinding, dissipated look you never got
from her. If you had seen any one
strike her, you would have struck him
down without much care whether the
blow was just sufficientor fatal; but,
my boy, you have struck her down struck her innocence from your face and
struck her principles from your soul.
own! The tent pin
You struck her ao
that Jael drove three times into tho
skull of Sisera was not so cruel as tho
stab you have made more than three
times through your mother's heart.
But she is waiting yet, for mothOi's are
slow to give up their boys -waiting at
some window, on earth or at some window in Heaven. All others may cast
you o!f. Your wife may seek divorce
and have no more patience with you.
Your father may Disinherit you and
say, “Let him never again darken the
door of our house." But there are two
nersons who do not give you up -God
and motner.

Mark CAimmoTOM,

MIRROR OP MICHIGAN

a

wealthy Inm-

ter dealer, of Port Austin,

The

is

dead.

the Masonic Temple at
Adrian has been adjusted at $12,,005.76.

FAITHFUL RECOUNTING OF HER
LATEST NEWS. '

loss

During

on

number of marriage
licenses issued in Shiawassee County
1893 the

BURLINGTON FLYER IS ROBBED
NEAR

JOE.

ST.

•

was smaller by fifty-six than in 1892.

TecUmseh has given tho Lake Shore
people to understandthat a new depot TorpedoesFlared on the Track— The Ex*
Pentwater’aHaelneei Center-Lepoor In tnat village would be appreciated.
preu Car Blfled-Forre the Mr seen gar

Monrafal Tragedy at Caro— Fire Threaten*
Doesn't (Jet the Home

-I

Dr. 8. D. Bradley, a prominent

m mien nt In-

physician of SL C'air and
tevei al tccret orders, died

spectionat State Border DUrontlnaed.
Dlitd

on HU Wedd'.nt Unjr.

After a ccntinuoussleep of fortyeight bourJ George Burgess died i t
Caro, Mich., on his wedding day. To/
several months he hal been engaged to
Miss Bes>ie Wiokmano. en e timob’o
young lady. The trousseauwas purchased and gu-jstswe e invited,but tho
bolls that w»ro to ring out g»yly In
honor of the marriage were mull ed,
and they tolled frr a premature death
that was as strange as It was ss d. Burgess had been to the dent a! parlors of
)r. Schuyler Arm'd to hate fourt eth
extracted. Upon two pretious occasions, Dr. Arcold rays, the young man

member
^

to

Open the Safe-lteglateredMail Gar*

of
rled Off.

aturday.

Exploding dynemlte and turpentine
wrecked a haidwaie stoio in Hint,
and caused consternatlcn through the

Work of MaMced Men.
Five men held up the Hannibal and
St.

Joseph fast train.

“Eli,”

city.

Wednesday

night, fi ur miles oast of 8t. Joseph,
A Sand Beach doctor is credited Mo., and robbed the express and mail
with making fevonteen calls in one cars. The men placed torpedtoi on
nl^ht, ond every patient wai suffering tho track and swung a red lantern to
stop the train, and as it slowed up

throe

Richard S. Huyck. of Little Prairie men climbed into the engine cab. ReR< m’o is dead. He assisted in build- volvers w re thrust inti the facer ef
ing tho second frame structure at the engineer and fireman and they
l alaira oo, and was the first post- were >ld to throw up their hands. It
t

master at Little Prairie.
At tho Fault hatchery 30,000,000
whiteflsh egge are being cared for.
."00,000 brook
_____ trout
_____ will soon be
took chloroform, but this did not reera j taken from the hatchery and planted
to tr.duce the desired •offeit, so tnpr- in U1 per. peninsula streams,
phtne was administered by Dr. Uvinj- 1 DkckeRVHJ.K frogs are still swimstone. Burgess was^ under
, roing arc und in the ditches beside the
ence of the drug but a s. ort tin
and r,rociaiming an open winThere seemed to be no trouble. Tue 1e„ gcme o( thofle fool frogfl wlu gei

Qve

the e.

was an old-fashioned robbery, but It
was •ueeanfil in every detail. The
engineer and fireman were forced to
walk back in front of the robbers to

the door cf the express

car,

and the messenger'was told to open,
the door. Kxpre s Messenger G.

B. Wetzel did not suspect that
there were robbers outside,and when
he heatd the engineer calling, he
There was then no reading of elabowhen
id
rate treatises on the best modes of
opened the door. As he did so two of
rearing children, and then leaving it
the robbers leaped in. They secured
thelr
The Ferris Industrial School, at Big the contents of the tafo. The mail car
all to nirod help, with one or two visusual health In a few m nut s ho to.k
Rapids, has opened with thirty pupils.
was entered in the same mam er as the
to his bed, and from that time ho resupposinghe was safe, he went to sleep
It Is lighted with electricity, and is a
express car. The mail agents were unmained
M
conscious
except
for a few
upon the floor, but Jael, who had re
model building. An informal reception armed and made no resistance.It is
minutes when he wa* aroused enough
solved upon
jA/u his
ilia uccavuf
death, took
iisuaa«*
a tent
v^aav f/iu.
pin.
n«rihmenrTn eTt:?U * P*‘™. and paronU was held
the sewing, the washing, the mendreported that a registered pouch wai
long and
round and sharp, in one hand
andne
Fruit growers in Western Michigan carried off by tho robbers. Other mail
ing, the darning, the patebing, the
jince that time to break tho stupor
and a hammer in her other hand, and,
aro much distressed < ver the warm pouches were cut open and rifled, and
millinery,the mantua making, the
were fruitlo s.
putting the sharp end of the tent pin to
weather. Tftey fear it will swell the everything of value in sight was
housekeeping,and in hurried harvest
No
8Ut«
In»p»rtloo.
the forehead of Siaera, with her other
buds and leave them an easy prey for taken.
time helped spread the hay or tread
______ The
___
passengers were not dlshand she lifted the hammer and down the load in the mow. They were
The State Board of Her 1th ban issued the sharp fresti that will follow.
turbed. As soon as the 1 rain bad been
brought it down on the head of the pin
an order dispensingwith tho
at the same time caterers, tailors, docMilton Olmstead was burled In a robbed it proceeded on Its way.
with a stout stroke, when Sisera struglion of immigrants crossing the MichiThe rear biakeman, Jol n Hyan, had
tors, chaplains, and nurses for a whole
well which suddenly caved In while he
glod to rise, and she struck him again,
gan line. The action is taken because was digging at Altica. Thirty feet of been sent back to flair approaching
household all together down with
‘ and he struggled to rise, and the third
Judge Steore, of the Fau t, has de- dirt was dug away, and ho was found trains. When the robbers released
measles or scarlet fever, or round the
time she struck him, and the commandclared the Board’s rules unconstitu- about midnight, dead, in an upright the train it left without calling in tho
house with whooping coughs and
er in chief of the Canaanitishhost lay
tional and this mnde the Inspection Inbrakeroan. He secured a horse and
croups and runround fingers and earposition.
dead.
operative.Tho order includesPort
rode back to the city, where he reaches and all the infantile distempers
Meaning of the Text.
Wyandotte
is
excited
over
the
ru
How many disappointed mothers Huron and Detroit as well ai Sau.t St3.
ported at once to the railroad officials.
which at some time swoop upon every
Meanwhile in the distance Sisera’s
Marie, and it goes Into effect at once. nor that a I ne is to be built from Only three shots were fired by the
large household. Some or these moth- waiting at tho window! Perhaps tho
mother sits amid surroundings of ers never got rested in this world. In- panes of the window are not great The appeal from Judge Steere's deci - Manchester to that place. The fact robbers, and they were fired in the air.
wealth and pomp and scenes palatial
on will, howevo:-,be pushed to the that Detroit \ oople have bought a good Express Messenger Wetzel open d the
stead of the self-rockingcradles of our glass plate, bevel edged and hovered
waiting for• his return. Every mother
Supreme
Court. Tho Beard has de- deal of land there makes them feel safe, with two revolvers iwinted
over
by
exquisite
lambrequin,
but
the
day, which, wound up, will go hour
te bei
her son to be victorious, ana
expects
cided
to
investigate
the outbreako doubly joyful.
window
is
made
of
small
panes,
I
would
at his bead.
saw but two
after hour for the solace of the young
this mother looked out at the window
Of C e 1,576 persons receiving a-slst of the men. All of the robbers carried
slumberer, it was weary foot on the say about six or eight of them, in sum- scarlet feve • in the School for tho Deaf
expectingto see him drive up in his
rocker sometimes half the day or mer wreathed with trailing vino and at Flint, There were twelve cases, all ance at Iron Mountain 4tKi are Italian*, two revolvers and there weie two
chariot followed by wagons loaded with
367 Fcandinavians.335 Fnglljh, 1C6 rifles In their possession.Wetzel says
half the night-rock— rock -rock - in winter picturedby the Kapheals of of which were mild.
embroideriesand also by regimentsof
‘ ido
The
French and cnly 68 Americans.The one of the men was short, wore a black
rock. Instead of our drug stores filled the forest, a real country window.
A l»o Ha* a Striae.
slaved.
men vanquishedand enslaved.
I see
Irish are still t mailer in number, be- coat and overcoat and black Derby hat.
with all the wonders of materia med- mother sits there knitting, or busy with
The commission appointed by Gov.
her now sitting at the window, in high
The other wore a double-breasted cat,
ing only 37.
ica and called up through a telephone, her needle on homely repairs, when
expectation.She watches the farthest
Rich to locate and erect the home fono overcoat, and was tall and slender.
with them the only apothecaryshi,ort of she looks up and sees coming across
At
Kalamazco,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
M.
the
feeble
minded
met
in
Lat.slog.
Ire
turn of the road. She looks for the
The other three robbers stood In the
four miles’ ride was the garret, with the bridge of tho meadow brook a
Fletcher,
celebrated
their
golden
weddeeds for the property, donated to the
flying dust of the swift hoofs. The
dark and could not be de.-cribed. All
its bunches of peppermint and penny- stranger, who dismounts in front of
State by the citizens of Lapeer, were ling anniversary, and Mr. and Mrs. A.
first flash of the bit of the horses bridle
wore masks.
royal and catnip and mustard and cam- the window. He lifts and drops the
not accepted, certain reservat'ons havI'ekubbor
had
a
house-warming
over
she will catch.
An attempt was made to rob a Buromile flowers, which were expected to heavy knocker of the farmhouse door.
thoir marriage fifty-two years ago in
The ladies of her court stand round,
ing
been
made,
no
abstract
of
the
proplington train near St. Joe on Sept. 25,
do everything. Just think of it! Fifty ‘Come in!" is the response. He
erty having b^en received, and an op- Vchoendyk. Netherlands.
and she tells them of what they shall
1893, and two of the robbe s were
years of preparing breakfast, dinner, gives his name and says, “I have
have when her son comes up -chains
tion on a certain pioce of adjoining
A MAN walked from Lucas to Cadillac killed. The railroad officials believe
and
supper.
The
chief music they come on a sad errand." “There is property not being forthcoming. Seco.* gold and carcanets of beauty and
* n the track of the Toledo, Ann Arbor that the robbery Wednesday night was
heard was that of spinning wheel and notning the matter with my son in the
dresses of such wondrous fabric and
Yes!” retary L A. Sherman, of tho commis- r.nd North Michigan, and savs that ho committed by some of the same gang
rocking chair. Fagged out, headachv, city, is there?" she asks.
aplondor as the Bible only hints at,
and with ankles swollen. Those old he says. “Your son got into an un- sion, was voted $6 a week with which counted twenty difeonnectca rails, and who made thoir escape in the darkness
but leave us to imagine. “He ought
the statement will be brought to the from the first attempted robbery. .
fashioned mothers -if any persons ever fortunate encounterwith a young man to employ a clerk.
to be here by this time,” says his
aftention of the railroad commissioner.
fitted appropriately into a good, easy, in a liquor saloon last night and is
I>nt water In Banter.
mother. “That battle Is surely over.
REPUBLICANS HOLD THE FORT.
comfortanle Heaven, they were tho batik hurt. The fact is he cannot got
Lyman D. Morris, one cf the most
I hope that freshet of the river Kishon
A
telephone
message
to
Muskegon
weir
1
hate
to
tell
you
all.
1
am
folks, and they got there, and they are
has not impeded him. I hope those
from Pentwater stited that for a time prominentlawyers and Democratic Get Foe >e*«lon of the New J entry Senate
rested. Thev wear no spectacles, for sorry to say ho is dead." “Dead!" sho
politiciansin the State, died at Grand
Chamb r-Goarded Day and Night.
strange appearanceswe saw last night
they have their third sigut-as they cries as she totters back. “Oh, my it was feared tho entire city would be Rapids Saturday. Ho was born in
in the sky were not ominous, when
burned. There was a heavy wind, and
The Republicans secured possession
lived long enough on earth to get their son! my son! my son! Would God I
the stars seemed to • fight in their
it swept tie tlames tesisV.ewly until Covington, N. Y., his father subse- of the New Jersey Senatr Chamber
second sight -and they do not have to had died for thee!" That is the endcourses. No! No! He is so brave in
the firemen :ucce?ded in r tonping quently moving to Ypsilanti.Lyman Wodne day afterm on, and say that
pant for breath after going up the em- ing of all her cares and anxieties and
battle I know he has won the day. He
them just before they reached the entered the University of Michigan In they will lotaln the advantagj they
erald stairs of the Eternal palace, at good counsels for that boy. That is her
will soon be here.” But alas for the
largest hotel there. A griht mill and 1841. He was the first student of the have gained. The Republicans, says a
pay
for
her
self
sacrifices
in
his
behalf.
whose window they now sit waiting for
disappointedmother! She will not
That is the bad news from the battle. two barns were burned, at an estimated first class that ever matriculated at di pitch, asked Gov. Werta for the
news from the battle,
the infant school, a fact of which ho
so. tne glittering headgear of the
but if anyone keeps on asking the So the tidings of derelect or Christian loss ot $15,000, with the same insur- was very proud. Mr. Norris completed keys of the chamber. Tho Governor
horses att lull
full gallop
gallop bringing her son
ance. Help was asked from surroundfused tp have anything to do with
sons
travel
to
the
windows
of
earth
or
question “Where's mother?,’ I anhis education at Yale. He was re- the master. A committee then visited
victorious battle. As a
home from v
swer, She is in your present character. the windows of Heaven at which ing places
tained in the famous Dred Scott case,' Superintendent Ford.
solitary messenger arriving in hot
referred
The probability is that your physical mothers sit.
Fooled the Footpm :»•
and he led the Supreme Court to re- them to Michael Nathan, the Demohaste rides up to the window at which
“But,"
says
some
one,
“are
you
not
features suggest her. If therebe seven
At Hartford, 'footpads knocked H. L. verse its own decision in no less than cratic Sergeant-at-arras. Nathan
the mother of Sisera sits, he cries.
children in a household at least six of mistaken about ray glorified mother Gleason down at his back doer, but
fourteen ca es of similar importance.
“Your armies are defeated, and your
them look like tneir mother, and the bearing ef my evilaolng since she Gleason was too shatp fer them. As For a time he was politicaleditor and could not be to nd, and the Republiaon is dead.” There is a scene of horcans sent for a locksmith. The
went
away?"
Says
some
one
else,
“are
older you get the more you will look
he fell near a small pile of straw, he part proprietor of tne St. Louis Times. locksmith
ror and anguish from which we turn
unabe to effect
like her. But I speak now especially you not mistaken about my glorified slipped his pocketbook under the straw
He bad served several terms in a leg- an entrance and
awajr.
hundred keys
of your character and not of your looks. mother hearing of ray self sacrifice and
Now you see the full meaning of my This is easily explained. During the moral bravery and struggle to da “"d then fought so desperatelythat islative capacity, and his whole life wero tried in the chamber doer,
« thieves
thifu-n* were driven off. He had has been one without reproach.
the
short text, “The mother of Sisera
but without avail. Capt. Jack Graham,
first ten years of your life you were right?*’No! Heaven and earth aie
neglected to deposit his mone.\ in the
looked out at the window.” Well, my
The. Michigan monthly crop report of Jersey City, smashed in a window
almost all
11 the time with her, and your in constant communication.There
friend* we are all out in the battle of father you saw only mornings and are trains running every five minutes bank and had several hundnd dollars for N« vember shows that thnre was no haling to the ladies' gallery. He
lifejdt is raging now, and the most of
with H:m.
damage to the wheat plant during De- threw back the bolt of tho main do rs
nights. There are pot years in any —trains of immortals ascending and deue have a mother watching and waitSleeping In the JaiL
cember: it is in excellent condition. and in a few minutes Republicansfilled
life so important for impression as the scending-spirits going from earth to
ing for news of our victory or deftat.
JosenhlneLadlv, or Lady, aged 18, The number of bushels of wheat mar- thi room. At 3:20 Senator Rogers,
first ten. Then and there is the im- Heaven to live there. Spirits do
If she is not sitting at the window of
pression made for virtue or vice, for scendingfrom Heaven to earth to min- arrived at Kalamazoo from Grand Rap- keted in December, 1,540,664; average Pi evident of the Republican Senate,
earth, she is sitting at a window of
rice in the State ~v> cents, 11 cents was in tho chair and tee < ther Repubtruth, or falsehood, for bravery or cow- ister and help. They hear from us ids, and is cared for at the jail. She prl
Heaven, and she is going to hear all
says he • father is a mantel manufac- below the price of one year atu Com- licans were in their seat1. A C mraitardice, for religion or skepticism. manv times every dav. Do they h
about it.
Suddenly start out from behind a door good news or bad news from turer at Detroit, and li-er on Wo d- pared with one year ago. More ha.*: tee on Rules was appointed and Clerk
By »U the rules of war Sisera ought and frighten the child, and you may this battle, this Sedan, this ward avenue. Sho left homo because been a decline in all iarm products. ex- Petto of tho House dellverel the Sento have been triumphant Ho had UOO
shatter his nervous system for a life- Thermopylae, this Austerlitz, in she did not want to mind her father, cept hay and milch cows. Hay aver- ate a race-track repeal bill. A recess
iron chariots and a host of many thoutime. During the first ten years you which every one of us is fight- and intended to go to Chicago,but has ages a few cents a -ton, and cows $1.50 was then taken. The Republicanswill
sands vaster than the armies of Israel. can tell him enough spook stories to ing on the right side or the wrong side.
a head, more than cno year ago. The place a guard over the chamber and
no
Hut God was on the other side, and the make him a coward till ne dies. Act O God, whose I am, and whom l am
loss on corn Is 4 cents and on oats 3 keep watch night and day. The DemAppoint*’ 1 bjr tli* t’.oTernor.
angry freshets of Kishon, and the hail, before him as though Friday were an trying to serve, as a result of this serents per bushel. The decline on fut ocratic Senate held a session in the
Gov. Rich lias appointedWilliam R
the lightning, and tho unmanageable
mon,
roll
over
on
all
mothers
a
new
cattle
is 1 cents, fat hogs 88 cents, and chamber, but adjournedwithout transunlucky day* and it were baleful
war horses, and the capsizedchariots to have thirteen at the table, or see sense of their responsibility,and upon Haviland, of Pequamlng, Circuit Court dressed pork $1.21 per hundredweight. acting any business.
Commissioner for Baraga County. Tho Tho teveral classes of horses have do
and the stellar panic in the sky disthe moon over the left shoulder and he all children, whether still in the nurappointee wai elected to the office lait
comtitted Sisera. Josephus in his hisCONFESSES TO ROBBERY.
sery
crouton
the
tremendous
I>draelon
dined in value as follows:Under 1 }ear
will never recover from the idiotic su
fall, but on account of his n >t having
tory describes the scene in the followof
middle
life
or
old
age,
the
fact
that
old, So.!*: between 1 and 2 years old.
perstitions, You may give that girl bebeen admitted to the bar was not al- $P.92: between 2 and 3 years old, $14.12; Trusted Employe of a PhiladelphiaConing words: “When they were come to
fore sho is 10 years old a fondness for their victoriesor defeats sound clear
lowed to dischargethe dut o'. Judge and 3 years old and over, $16.08. Sheep
rern Steal* •47,000.
a close fight, there came down from
dress that will make her a mere "dum- out, clear up to the windows of sympt
Hubbell has since given him a license under ! year old have declined 04 cents
Heaven a great storm with a vast my frame,” or fashion plate, for 40 thetic maternity. Oh, is not this th
After twenty-seven years cf service.
quantity of rain and hall, and the wind
to practice.
i,
per head, and those 1 year old and over Theodore F. Baker, paying teller of
years, Ezekiel xvi, 41, “As is the mother minute when the cloud of blessing
blew the rain in the face of the so is her daughter.’’ Before one decade tilled with the exhaled tears of anxious
per head. Hogs
under 1 year old the Consolidated National Bank, of
Mr* Ketchmn Conylctetl *t LaoMnsI’anaanites and so darkened their eyes
Philadelphia,stood before United
has paasod you can decide whether mothers shall burst in showers of
-Mrs. CatharineJ. Ketchum. the Lan- average 24 cents less and those 1 yea*
their arrows and slings were of no adold ami over 59 cento less than one yea.- Ftates Commi-sioner Craig, a prisoner
that boy shall be a Shy look or a mercy on this audience?
sing
ex- Woman’s Christian Tempervantage to them, nor would the cold- George Peabody. Boys and girls are
cnarged with embe’.zllng $47,OiO from
There is one thought that is almost
ago.
ness of the air permit the soldiers to generally echoes of fathers and too tender for utterance. I almost fear ance Union worker, was convicted in
the oank, and with falsifying the
OUR Stat3 Board of Health hns es- bank’s books. Baker attempted
make use of their swords, while this mothers. What an incoherent thing to start it least I have not enough con- the Circuit Court of sittingfor an cbiectionable
picture
for
distribution.
tablished beyond shadow of doubt that
storm did not so much incommode the for a mother out of temper to punish trol of my emotion to conclude it As
no defen o, and sal
his stealShe was remanded for sentence. She consumption is a crmmunicablodis- ings had extended over a period of
Israelitesbecause it came on their
when
we
were
children
wo
so
often
a child for getting mad, or for a
w.
will take the case to the Supreme cas€i an(i ia4 September adopted a twenty years. In djfnult of $15,000
backs. They also took such courage
father who smokes to shut his boy up came in from play or from a hurt or
ie* lutii n that hereafterit “shall be
upon the apprhensionthat God was as- in a dark closet because he has found from some childish injustice practiced Court.
bail he was committed to prison.
included
in the ott'cdal list of ‘dijeaee3
sistingthem that they fell upon the
short
time ago a bookkeeper named
upon
us,
and
as
soon
as
the
door
was
Boy
Went
to
Skate
and
la
Mlailng.
him with an old stump of a cigan in
dangerous to the public health,’revery midst of their enonfies and slew a
Fsed Johnson, the 11-year-oldson of ferred to in lections 1675 and 1676 How- Van Du en discoveredthat his books
his mouth, or for that mother to re- open we cried, “Where’s mother?"
great number of them, so that some of
buke her daughterfor staring at herself and she sail, “Here I am,” and wo John Johnson, left home at Lansing ell’s statutes,requiring notice by had been falsified and he found a
them fell by the Israelites, some fell
shortage of $30,000. The discovery and
too much in tne looking glass when the buried our weeping face in her lap. so with a pair of skates under his arm, householders and physicians to the
by their own horses which were put
mother has her own mirror so arranged after awhile, when we get through with and has not since been seen. It is be- local health officer, a* soon as such a fear that suspicion might fall on him
Ry
into disorder,and not a few were as to repeat her form from all sides! the pleasures and hurts of this life, wo lieved that ho tried the ica on tho
bo worried him that he fell ill, and
disca e is recognized."The board aho
*
killed by their own chariots.”
Tho great English poet's loose moral will, by tho pardoning mercy of Christ, river, which is in a very treacherous directed all health officersto at once while sick he confidedthe mat er t3
Hence, my hearers, the bad news characterwas decided beiore he lett cuter the heavenly home, and among conditionand ha* found a watery grave.
his physician, and at the same time
leportany case coming to their knowl- protested his innocence. The physician
m.
brought to the mother of Sisera lookthe nursery, and his schoolmaster the first questions, not thc# first, but
edge,
when*
vor
its
location
threatens
Record of the Week.
ing out at the window. And our in the schoolroom overheard this, among tho first, will be the old question
called at the bank and to’.d Van Duzen's
public health, and the followingIs a
mother, whether sitting at a window
•tory to the oflcars.
S.aVr
Ste.
Marie
made
700,000
that
we
used
to
ask.
the
question
that
conversation:“Byron, your mother is
ample of some of tho notices being
of earth or a window of Heaven, will
a fool," and he answered, “I know it." is lx ing asked in thousands of places cigars last year.
received by the Secretary of the Board:
hear the news of our victory or defeat
TelegraphicClicks.
Three buildings in JessloviUe,
^
You can hear through all tho heroic at this very moment- the question,
M
.Dec. u. im
- not according to our talents or edu“Where's
mother?"
And
it
will
not
Robert
Hubbard,
a wealthy farmer,
life of Senator Sam Houston the words
Ironwood,burned to the ground. They i xhl» D to Inform the honorableState Board
cational equipment or our opportuniof his mother when she in the war of take long torus to find her or for her were owned by Joseph Brego, whose that there la at this time polmoaary conaamp- was killed by an unknown person near
tlon In the bouse ot Mrs.
, postmistress
itner God
(
ties, but according as to whether
1812 put a musket in his hand and to find us, forshe will have been watch- loss will amount to several thousand of this place. The office la kept in the dweU- Princeton, Ky. ••
is for us or against us.
ing
at
the
window
for
our
coming,
and
said: “There, my son, take this and
ing. or uther a a mall room attached thereto.
Brock Kelly wa* killed by a predola-s.
“Where’s mother?” is the question
The hoahaod died of same about eight yean
never disgrace it, for reraembeFIhad with tho other children of our houseRev. Dr. Cobb, for eight years p.is since. Oldest son died about first off Jane the mature blast at a tunnel on tne new
most frequently asked in many house- rather all my sons should fill one hon- hold of earth we will again gather
tor of the Westminster Presbyterian present year, at Denver, Cola, about Jfl yean Cripple Creek Railroad.
holds. It Is asked by the husband
orable grave than that one of them round her, and she will say: “Well church at Grand I apids, has Surprised of age; remains brought home for Interment.
woll as the child coming in at nightThe FrankfortLottery Company
should turn his back on an enemy. Go how did you get through tho battle of his congregation by sending in his A dan hter died of same some ten days since,
iv
was a married lady about 23 years of age. An- officials pleaded guilty at LeuUville,
fall. “Where’s mother?” It is asked
and remember, too, that while the life? I have often heard from others resignation.
other aon about 19 or 20 Is In the lait stage, and their case was tet for trial Feb. 16.
ct hurt
by the little ones when they ge
of my cottage is open to all brave about you, but now I want to hear It.
survive many dara. The danger to
P- and
Delos Wetmore, cf St. Charle?, cannot
come in crying with pain, door
from
your
own
souls.
Tell
me
all
about
public health here, In mv dpi o ion, arises from
men it is always shut against cowWill Duke killed John West Ir
wa* instantly killed by the bursting of Its beln< a public place ranch frequented of
?” ft is asked
by
“Where's mother?**
as
ards. " Agrippina, the mother of Nero, it, my children!” And then wo will
mcesslty by the pnbllo for mall delivery. front of a Tuscoges,Ala., church, and
the
balance
wheel
on
a
feel
box.
He
those who have seen some grand sight
murderess, you are not surpriseathat tell her of all our earthly experiences,
yjurs with respect, Dr. M. B.,
a mob injured him so he is likely iC
was cutting corn fcdler. His. head Truly
or heard some good news or received
Health Officer of
Township,
her son was a murderer. Give that the holidays, the marriages, the birth
die.
County, Michigan.
«ome beautifulgift, “Where’s mother '” child an overdose of catechism, and hours, the burials, the heartbreaks, w.s mangled.
John G. Smith, aged 74 years, was
Sho sometimes feels wearied by the make him recite verses of the Bible as the losses, the gains, the victories, the
Rev. C. E. Lee, of Alpena, fiercely
The Monroe County Bible Society.
>v tailing
sia
question, for they all ask it and keep
falling slate
in a
denounces
the
charity
ball in that city. fatally crushed by
defeats,
and
she
will
say:
“Never
:od
in
1821,
obsened
a punishment and make Sunday a bore,
which was organl;
asking it all the time. She is not only and he will bocopie a stout antagonist mind, it is all over now. I see each one
“Dancing,
as you will find it in Alpena,” mine near Perth, fnd. He Is the tether
its 73d anniversarythe ether day.
the first to hear every case of perhe said, “is to the positive injury of of thirty-fivechildren, all of whom
with the of you has a crown, which was given
of Christianity.
Impress him with
AT the Deforest woodenware manuplexity, but she la the judge in every
purity and virtue of are living.
kindnesiand the genialityand the you at the gate as you came through. factory at A1 larfton K W. Fin her was , the morality,
young man or woman who incourt of domestic appeal. That is what
The subcommittee of general paslovlinesa of religion,and he will be its Nowcast it at the feet of the Christ
dljl
Later on
on he
be says:
“I
puts the prematurewrinkles on ao advocate and exemplar for all time and who savod you and saved me and saved truck by-a flying ple<® ^oed and dulg’es
'In it." Later
says
senger agents will submit to the full
so seriously injured that his survival is
maternal faces and. powders
am sorry to say that some of the 'upper meeting an agreement for fauenger
us all. Thank God, we are never to
eternity.
indoubt....
so many maternal foreheads.
ten’ are as rotten as the ’lower ten.’ business similar to that recently drawn
part,
and
for
all
the
ages
of
eternity
i. The M«edl« Enthroned.
The Saline Observer wants the old No, I haven't much confidencein the up for freight traffic.
i, it is a question that keeps on
you will never again have to ask,
The trouble with Sisera’s mother •Where’s
~ mother?”.
stage lines rest- red so that the people purity of the ‘upper ten.’ You go to
the years of childhood. .
E. D. Fulfoed, contractingagent
was that, while sitting at the window
of that village can come to Detroit and the charity ball and pay your dollar
it question were put to most of
for the American Long Distance Teleof
my
text
watching
for
news
of
her
morning, we would havtftosay,
Age appears to Increase the value get back the same day. Now, if they for the deviltry there U In it.” . To say phone and Telegraph Comi any, was
start ot 11 o’clock thoy can arrive at that the young people and many of the
truthfully, like Sisera's son from the battlefield,she had the
of
everything except women and
arrested at Indianapolis,charged with
two bad qualitiesof belngdis solute aod
Detroit at 6, or forty miles in seven older people of Alpena a e mad is putis at the palace winded,
attemptingto bribe a grand juror.
butter.
being
too
fond
of
personal
adornment.
a Queen unto God forhours.
ting U mildly. *
at into J
had just been churning, and fc he
asked for water she gave him buttermilk, which in the East is considered a
most refreshing drink. Very tired, and
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Hood’s calendar, which ts always looked
tor with Interest aad pleasure, has made
It* appearance lor the year 1804, and is la
many respectsmore beautiful than ever.

FRIGHTFUL RAILWAY WRECK
NEW JERSEY.

colon Ho* Ides being a thing of
beautyt;4be calendarIs especially valuable
for the generalInformationpresented
The figures are plainly printed In pleas*
Ing and harmonious colors and the effect
as a whole la most satisfactory.The cal-

Two Trains on the Lncfcnwann* Sid West- Everything Is Sent to Congress Except
ern Collide— Cars Filled wl h t’ersons
That Which They Have Already Received
En Boute to Mew Fork to Work Arw aad a Dispatch from Ministerfiteveas
Finished Into Pieces.
Doted October S, ISM.

natural

endars can be obtained of almost any
druggist,
by sending six (I) cents In
stamps for one and ten (10) cents for two
to G L Hood * Cu, Lot ell Mass An
edition of over eight millions of these calendars was printed iu order to supply the
Immense demand. This seems a simple
statement,but Its meaning is almost be>
yond human conceptionThe card- used
for the upper port-on of this number of
calendars would' cover nearly fi&ty*t«o
(88) acres of ground,aad tbe paper consumed In making the pads If cut-in one
continuousstrip of the same width as ths
pads would be over eighteen(thousand
(18.000)miles In length. 4
Theif pfMpders are Jssged b/ the proprletors of Hood’s Fitrsaptuilla.tbe wellknown medicine which hsi gained such
renown by Its wonderful curee In cases
where tbs blood ass poisoned or Impurs
The history of this preparation !• entirely
unique,the business having grown from a
small retail trade until, at the present
time, the great laboratory In which It Is
made has a cspaclty for fifty thousand
(60.000)bottles a day and Is ths largsst
building In (he world devoted to the manufacture of a medicine. Ibe sales of
Hood's Bsrsaparllla In nil sections of the
country are enormous Tbe proprietors
bavs never claimed that It would cure
every ailment, but they show by thousands
of testimonialstbit Hood's Fares parllla
purifies and vitalisesthe blood, bnllds
up the system, and cures those disease# caused by Impure blood and debility, such as scrofula, salt rhaum. catarrh,
rheumatism, etc. AS a preventive of tha
grip. Hood’s Bsrsaparlllahaa proved to be
unMoalled,and It restores ths wasted
vital forces sftsr a siege of that dreaded
malady aad fortifiesthe system against
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All

I simply state that.I am
and Postmaster here and am

fore in a position to

Now Laid Bare.

judge.

I

hi

tried many Cough Syrups but
ten years paslthave found 1

ABSOU/TELY PURE

eoual to Boschce’s German
sent to ConI nave given tt to my baby for
In the Ha*
the Hackensack bridge. on the
w8ilaQ troubie that had net previously
with the most satisfactory r
Caulin’t See Any Danger.
How Ice Is Made.
and Essex branch of the IJclaware, bcen Bubmltted Mr Cleveland makes
Every mother should have it. J. IL
A Maine man just home from Boston
By subjectingammonlacal gas to a
Lackawanna and Western Railroad. n0 rt0 mmendattons, contenting him
Hobbs, Druggist and Postmaster,
The train which leaves ^evllle. N.
with a simple message of tram- certain pressure and reducingIts tem- says there's a good deal of talk about
present facts,
jm at eight o clock crashed Into the
ln which ho explains that the perature to a certain degree it be- being run over by the street cart, but Moffat, Texas.
rear of the Dover express, telescoping
hithertj withheld are m.w comes a liquid; this liquid will expand they didn’t dare run over him. aWhv," living facts, of to-day Boscbee'a
again Into gas by removing tho pres- he exclaimed, innocentlyand with German Syrup gives strength to the
sure, and, while undergoingthis proper personal pride, “I stood right body. Take no substitute.
I 6l?cn ^buLC^tlo*1^,0“llow“Pti0^
change, it absorbs heat from every- on tho track when one of themdummed
ty-five terribly in
1 Tn th. .vm
Both of the trains that came ^Jnto ,
tutewhA copies rtf sU dlspatahes thing- it ootoes-incontact writh; leaving sky-polooars came a-buxxlhg along,
collision were bound for the •‘•Jersey1 from our tulntsterlit Hawaii reUilog In any it intensely cold. If you lot the liquid and I thought I’d just see if they'd run
in tho expanded state circulatethrough over me. They hollered and yelled
iress, which is duo at Jersey City at
j „j<0 trunsmlt s copy of the lart In- pipes immerred in brine, the brine for me to get off the track, but I didn’t
:20 o'clock, was steaming slowly over | »tructlonssent to our minuter,dated J»n il bec3mes cold enough to freese cans of budge an inch, for 1 had as much right
the meadows toward the draw-bridge KM. being the cnly Instractlone to him Dot al- water suspended in it, thus converting there as they had, and thev just hauled
ready mui to tbe Couareoa. Ia tr-muuinm
over the Hackemack River. The fog certain cortearondne * with my nxatage water In the cans to blocks of Ice.
the thing up stock still afore they got
was so deme that the engineer could dated 1'fc. lx, is 3. 1 withheld a U| atch from
Some persons seem to think that the to me. All a man's
i's go to do Is to tti
aland
not see fifty feet ahead, ar.d was pro- our prearnt mlniaternumbered 3 and dated ammonia comej Into contact with the up for his rights, and them Boston felNov. is. is 8. and alaoafllepatch fio.n our forceeding with extreme caution. The mer miub-ter numbered to and oated Oct. 8, water to be frozen. This is a mistake; lore daant run over him.” And he
cvnae aao vaavans
train hands had distributedon the ISSL Inasmuch aa the con lent* if tbe die- there is no possibilityof such a con- looked juat aa it he believed there was
COLDS,
pateb
of
Nov.
1*.
l-w.
are
referred
to
In
the
track in the rear of the train warning
tact. If it were, the process of freaz- no danger.— Lewiston Journal
COUGHS,
dUpatcbe*ot a more recent date now rent to
torpedoes, and all precautionswere Conxrera and luaamu'-haa th»n aeema no Ing would at onco le Interfered with.
SORE THROAT,
taken to pi event the Orange local looter to be sufficient reason for wlthbobi
Ib Olden Time#
obifn; The water put into the cans before
HOARSENESS,
aid
dlapatchea,
a
copy
of
the
aame
la
h
r
train, following a few moments behind
frozen is absolutely pure, and so is tho People overlooked the Importance of
STIFF NECK,
lapatei
the express, from running into the lat- and d. te<1 Oct. 8 isu.1.above referred to. la ioe as it is made from distilledwater, permanently
' beneficialeffects and
and were
BRONCHITIS,
ter train.
attll will held for the reaaouthat inch a oourae
which cannot be sail of any natural Stiafied with truneientaction;but now
atill appearn to be juat Iflable and piot er.
ice.
that it it generally known that Byrap of
DbregurAedtbe SlgiMil*.
HSBDAOH
UBOVtB CLIVBLaXP.
The natural Ico by storage loses to Flga will permanently cure habitual
TOOTHACHE,
The engineer of the Orange train
The fir t pie -e of corrorpondenceis •ome extent its cold temperature and constipation,wtll-lnformed people will
either did not hear the torpedoes or a loiter fronl W illis to Gresham dated
is delivered at tho melting point, above not buy other laxnUvea, which act for a
NEURALGIA, ASTHMA,
eee the signals or else ignored them, Honolulu, Nov. lb, 18WL Wfl is states
32 degrees, while the artificialIce Is time, but finally in.uro the system.
RUISSS, SFRAINS,
for jutt as the engineer of the Dover
that < n Mondav, Nov. 13, the queen deliveredfresh, frozen at a temperaexpress reached the bridge ti e Orange visited him ai.il ho made known to
Quiektr
Thin Any Known
Alaaka'e Threatening Coal.
ture of 10 degrees to 15 degrees above
train, which was running at full sjeed,
imatterl
her the Pre ident’s regret that she had zero, and hence will last much longer.
future attacks.
Veeeels can load coal in Alaska and
The fact that great care U exercieed la crashed into it with terrific force. The been dethrou ?d through the unauthor- It can be cut into uniform and conitT'diseMwemarl
deliver it at San Francisco cheaper
tbe preparationof this medicine and that engine of the Orange train imashed ized intervention of the Unit d States,
venient
size
to
fit any refrigerator, than the railroads can haul it from the
nothing has evsr been claimed for It ex- the two roar cars of the Dover and his hope that the wrong might be
Relief
cept as warranted by prevloua caret, haa train into pieces and plowed over redre-'sed. He then made known the cooler, or its box. In addition to its Penneylvanla mines to New York.—
Will Aflbrd UeUat K«<«.
greater
purl
y,
it
Is
worth
from
25
to
much to do wUht^.-fiwfiijjiiceWtby.the the 'ptQBfngers, .who by the force
Chicago Herald.
itions of her restoration: but she
conditit
40 ijercgnt. more than natural ioe.—
public lo Its ruraflre powers Ihe motto of the" collUl
had been hurled saidthi
at
the
peraons
concernoi
in
her
of tbs proprletocs.jJi. is not what we
Jce and Refrigeration.^
Ca
fcfaifc Caniiot
say. but wbst'B&tt'-aSana smrtll* Joe*, from tbolcfea'fi,only tote crushed to overthrowwould I e beheaded and their
c&nnot
f*LtfATI01
With LOO AhAFPI
death
b/
the
wheel#
tf
the
Orange
enproperty confiscated,us wa< the law.
that tells the story.
story." i nd It Is what Hood's
reach the seat of tha disease. 'Oalarrh Is a blood
Aa
Uneeen Enemy
gine.
The
rear
car
on
the
Doter
train
or constitutional
disease,and
ns not si
larsaDarlllahas done, as shown by the
Willis then said : “I have no fui thcr compublished statements of persons whom It was a con b' nation smi ker and baggage munication to make t ) you n jw,and will la more to be dreaded than an open and visible you must take internal remedl
tarrh
Cur#
Is taken Internally,
ai
ba« cured, that haa placed It at tbe head t ar, and the one In fi out of that an orha^e none until I hear frera my gov- one. That aubtlla and lurkingfoe, which on the blood aad muoous surfaces.
Price 50
at all Danes tm.
In the field of medicine In the i resent dsy.
dinary di y coach. Every feat in both ernment." Further on Willis says: under tbe generic name of malaria man- tarrh Cure Is not a Mack medicine,
scribed bf1one of the bast ph
coaches was occupied by persons on
......... ...
As to the (.ueens tafety I do not have Ifeats itself, when It clutches us In Us country tor year*, and Is a
Yet He Meant Well.
their wav to work ia New Ytrk, and a
fear at present. There is a tele- tenacious grasp, In ths various forms of chills It Is eomnoecd
sod of the best
heel ton MS known, somThe young clergyman had consented number of passengers were in the bag- 1any
h-one in • tl
e
lbs best blood purifiers, as
__ Ablned with the
aetta*
1 eping room and I have and fever, bilious,remittent, dumb sguu or
at the last moment to act as substitute ga'jecar The passengers in the smoker ^ked
,
rectly on ths mucous surfaces. The psneet
ague
cake,
cat
only
be
effectually
guarded
'to
call
me
up
at
any
for the venerable man who was accuscomblnattonof tbs two IngredientsIs what
bad li.tb chame to escape. They | hniIP nf thV
produces such
eucD wonderful reeuite
results m ounai
tomed to go to the bridewellSunday had no warning of the crash. Those hour of the night or day. She also against by fortifyingt' e qjstem against Its produces
Brad for Matimonlals, tree.
morning and preach to the rrisoners in the day coach had a better opportu- has the privilege,as stated in previ >us Insldions attacks with Hostetler’s Stomach larrb.
KEliui
r. J. CHENET A CO. .Props.,Toledo,
dispatches, of coming hero, or of going Bitters, a thorough antidote to the poison of
“My . friends,” said the embarrassed
Bold by drusfiste,price 73c.
nity. Tney plunged through the win- on one of our war vessels.” He says he miasma In the system, and a safeguard against
young man. as he rose up and laced the dows and crow ded to the Iront d ors,
A curious growth with unusual reassembledt mghs and vagrant*, “it re- with the guard of the Orange train has had no interview with the Lueen It thoroughly to bevelled npon. In the event
or her representative* since tbe one of of s malariousattvek avoid poisoning yonr sults is reported from Tombstone,A. T.
joices my heart to »ee so many of you
engine only a few feet away. Meet of Nov. 13.
system with quinine, and use Instead this The roots of a tree are said to have
hero this mornieg. "—Chicago Tribun
thote killed and Injured were in the
Tiie letter dated Honilulu, Dec. 14, wholesome remedy, unobjectionable In taste grown around a water pipe and caused
smoking car. and as the great engine
•fi.SOO FROM TEN ACHES. C
and far more efficaciousthan any drag. Use ft
it to
tc break.
urn imam j, ate.
crashed into the ear among ,hcmnthey I "“Ich acknowledge, the receipt o! In
A. M. Lamb, a market gardener in
LZv.Wni
BtructionB by tho Corwin, is spoken of the Bitters for dyspepsia, biliousness, constiKbip or that Rasping Cocoa at ths
over by the heavv Iron | further on/ The letter ls br^(t aQd pation. kidney complaints end rheumatism.
Pennsylvania,cleaved .r,>*U0 on five were toppled
3P
peril of breaking down your Lu*fs and
d those who were kilkd were among other ob ervat ons Willis says:
acres of cabbage and five acres of guard an
Throat; rather let tbe afflicted Immedicrushfd to death, literallygroind to ‘ The excitement consequentupon tho
onions. The reason of this, ho says,
He Hadn't Had Any.
ately resort to Dr. D. Jayne’s Ex psotoraat,
pieces.
unexpected
arrival
of
the
Corwin
is
inwai because Sailer's seeds are bj exIn our efforts to teach we are fre- which cures all Coughs and Cold* and
Shriek*of Injure 1 and Dying.
ten e throughout the city. Tne Presi- quently met by an unexpected reply amelioratesall Lung Complaints and
tremely early and wondreusly producTbroat-alla.
tive. LightningCabbage and King of
When the engine was final'y stopped dent's mess; ge, wh'ch was published ta»t
it for an instant ‘
baffles
“ our questionthe Earliest Onions he had in the the shrieks of the passengers and the this morntog. has increased the excite- ng powers.
Self-deceptionIs the worst kind
market three weeks ahead of any moans of the injured and dying filled ment, but 1 hope no immediate outA young woman of Virginia,who of deception.
WABXiHTIB. O
other home-grown sort , and conse- the air, mingled with which was a loud break will occur."
took occasion to correct the errors of
quently received fancy prices. Salxer hiss if escaping sUam. It was some
In a letter dated Dec. 18, Willis says speech of all the little negroes within
faa -Colchester1Spading Boot
sends 35 packages earliest vegetable moments before those who ware unhurt that on Dec. 16 ho. had an Interview learing. recently received, a request other column.
By mall postage uald.
seed, fufficientlor a family, for fil, lad rufficiently recovered enpugh pres- with the Queen aod .her advisers.
rom a piccaninny for a small quantity
Under date of Dec. 2C, Minister Willis of “Masses."
ence of mind to turn their attention to
posted.
iou wilt Cut Thl* Oa> an I 8en*l It
the in.ured, dying and dead. Almost In a confidentialdl-patch says when he
icJIJnSfiSrt
'You must not say Masse1, Tom; you
with 6c postage to the John A. Salzer every i orson in the two rear cars was secured the Queens cmrent ta the
world with pi _____rj__
must
say molasses,” corrected hi* preHhlloh's
Conan
motion
Cure
Is
Mid
on
1 r»SrSeed Co., La Crosse. Wi
you will re- injureo, some frightfully and others terms of restoration,then for t! e first
antse. ItrnrM lucpient Consumption. It la ths
ceptress."
ceive their mammoth < utalogue and a serijublv.H< w many were killed could time he made his proposition known to
bast tough (Jure IS cents, 60 esuts sadllAO.
W’at doe* I want to say ‘mo’ lakes’
trial package of “Get There, Eli," the not at first be learned. The wildest the Provisional Government.
ohV" replied the innocent. "I halnt I IT*. -AimUiloppcdfresbyDr. KUne’sGif it
’ n‘MNW»
sixteen-day radish.
reports of the extent of the disaster
In a letter dated Dec. 8, W’illis states iad none yit!"
were soon current. The only warning thatC. B. Wilson, one of the Queen's
An eny rnls egg thirty-threeand that the passengers in the lear car supporters, called on him and handed
$4 to California.
one-half inches long has been picked
had came from half a dozen men who him what he termed “A method of proThis Is our sleeping car rate on tbe Philnp in Madagascar.
were on the rear platform. A brake- cedure upon restoration of the Queen." lips- Rock Island Tourist Excursions from
or Hurt !
man who had been sent back to warn
It provides: 1. A proclamation by Chicago to Los Angeles or Ban Francisco,
the Orange train rushed up to the men tho Queen's governmentof her reas- via the srealc route and Ogden You cau
Ik Ret. V. J.
on the platform less than 100 feet sumption of the control of the govern- go with Phillips,tbe best of all excursion
ahead 0? the oncoming engine of ment of the Hawaiian Islands. 2. The managers, for he hai each party accompanied by a special agent who goes tbe en*
death and called cut: “jump for your a;pointment of a commander-in-chief
tire trip with patrona These personally
proclamation
of
the
and staff. 3.
lives."
Pconductel excursions leave Chicago twice
received *
All of the jesiengers on the plat- martial law and the suspen-doaof the a week, Tuesday and Thursday.
You’ll
it
tor
of your
orm e. cajed. Tt 0 baggsge-handler wiitof hab^aicorpu*. 4. The calling W» have also a dally tourist car service,
la
our 8ouU>era route, through tbe beauupon
ton
all
the
loyal
citizens
and
wellin the baggage-car and the express , -r--------, ;
kSkY’i CSEAM BALMrCh—
[there of t!
V.
got
to reclster
withers
t! e government
register tiful Indlau Territoryaad Fort Worth 10
Is the best A- messenger also hea d his warning cry wishers
Lot Angelei and Pan Franclsca I be tourrefulttor on and sprang through the tide door just I their
their names
names a
at the office for enrollment
ist car rate via this route, the same Ap; mj wife has
v°lunl«er,Jply at Rock Island ticket office, 104 Clark
cured by tbe as the engine of the Icctl train—
which, according to the trainmen, was I The final instructions sent to Willis street John Bebaetlao, O. P. A., G, IL L
timely use of It.
I have been usluf running at a rale of twenty miles an by the Mariposa sav that he has right- A P. Ry., Cbicaga
ythe
)• “Golden Medical
Medlcd
comprehended his instructions;that
r Discovery” and hour- crashed into
A Prayer Book of 811k.
It was fully five minutes after the the President regietj that tho failure
'‘FlenMnt Pellctn,"
and I mm fully sot- crash before the passengers on the two °f the provisional government to acA silken prayer book has been woven
la&uggfctoerby mail. XLT B BO&.M Warn* fit, N.T.j
.
tefled they ore ell you
trains could realize tho full extent of quiesce in his conclusions constrains at Lyons, In France, the completionof
Bkv W J Walksb. claim them to be; so;
the cata-tophe.Th( n came tho great- 1 him t j roach and submit a measure of which has taken three years. The
hoping that tbe
est oonfusb n imaglnab e. Tho train- justiceto the Hawaiians and their de- prayers are not printed on the silk, but
God will continue HU
I
bleesing* to
toward you
hands led tho passengersto the work posed BDvereign.The instructions woven. Five nundred copies wore
In your noble work.
bottle for fifteen cents, ) ,
..
of rescue. Throe mangled bodies were say that the President has never struck off tbe loom, and are bought for
ALKIE.
pulled out of tho wreck within ten claimed the right to act as ar- wedding presents by rich people.
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bottles
for
one
dollar,
f
by
mai1*
minutes. The passengers crowded bitrator between the constitutional
The Cradle.
about and renderedvaluable service in or provisional government.
A
recent
invention
is a cradle which
caring for tho injured. Seven*! men
Want* Pay for Her Throne.
*
rocks by clocj^work mechaplsm and ot
who attempted ^ a*si»t fainted upop
A ffan Francisco paper containsthe the same time j layi nursery tunes.
conditjt n of the
seeing the sickening condit|rn
following from Hpnolulu:
bodies dragged out from under the
Ex-Queea Liimokalsnl has entirely abanSchlffmann's Asthma Care
wrecfc}
doned all hope ot aver revaluingtbe throne of Instantly relieves tb« most violent attack,
A call was sor t to Jersey City for Hswsdt ls‘ now perfectin'*arrangements facilitates
free expectoration and losarea
f
Swamp
doctors, ambulances and coffins. A re- for bringing suit a/ainst tbe United Btatesfor veet to ibosa otherwise nnabla to sleep
an Immense amount of money. This InformaThs Great KMssy and Uvtr Reaedy
lief train was sent to the scene from tion comes from a source which makes It ab- except In a chair, as a single trial will
Hoboken, and thirty physicians arrived solutely trustworthy. Her claim for dam- prove. Bsnd for a free trial package to
Ripans Tabules are the most effectiverecBrier HiU. N. T. August 18, M3.
Fchlffmann, Bt Paul, Mina, bat
from that place and Jersey City. One ages will be made on tbe ground that she was Dr.
Dr. Khmer A Co- Binghamton, N. T.
deposed solely by tbe armed force of the ask your druggist first
ipe ever prescribed by a physician for any
GenUcmen;-Itaffordsme unspeakable pleas- by one the injured were taken out and United States, acting under the advice and
placed
in
the
cars.
They
were
sent
to
direction
of
Minister
Stevena.
It
Is
well
ure to recommend
ler of the stomach, liver or bowels.
oisordi
Onb only “right” we have to assert
your Bemedtea tor the Christ and St Mary hospitala In known among the leading royalist# that a
Bar of say druggbt aaywbsn, sr fsafi fries le
repree-nteilve of the ex-Qneen left here not In common with mankind- and that is
two reasons. First, Hobcken. The bodie* of the dead long ago for Ban Francisco. He was Instructed
THE RIPANS CHIMICAL COMPANY, m Orsuca Brn New Yota.
as much In our hands as in theirs— Is
because I have taken were removed to the morgue. Coroner to open negotiations with ths State Dspartseveral bottles of Vo'k had been notified and
nt of a large sum the right of having something to do.
id took charge
return for the loss
your Swawip-Mwat
of them as socn as he arrived.
FOR THROAT DISEASES AND COUGHS
of her position.What action he has taken In
Kliaey and Llvar
the matter haa not bcen learned I ere. Hit use Brown's Bronchial Thocmns. Like
myself
identity la closelyconcealed.
all really good things, they are Imitated.
"COLCHESTER”
and found It to ba
Tills and That
The genuine art sold only In boxes.
tbe greatestmedicine
Thoughts
of
Great
Mrs.
Undoing a wrong Is quite as creditI ever used. leceM,
Death Is an eternal sleep.— Fcuche. He who reforms himself has done
because I have sold able as doing rigfh.
COCOA
a great deal of It
There are l,000,<00 leaves upon an Placed by his order on the gates of the much toward reforming others.— Old
proverb.
since I have been in elm tree thirty f^et high.
French cemeteries in 1794.
CHOCOLATE
business for tbe past six years. I know It ia
The surface 0! Lake Superior Is C02 I I LOVE men, not because they
BaacNAo’s I ills are * certain cure for
a good mfcdkiioeasit five* the beet of satisfac_ are DQt women, weak stomach and disordered liver, anl
men, but because Ihoy
tion. AlfiiRikt'avery
day f hear'soiMtAieof feat above the ctftan’s,level. Vf
are famous the world over. tt cents a box.
rletlna
of
The test of •civllliaiionIs tbe esti- —Queen Christina of Sweden.
S
my customers saying: Dr. Kilmer's
Bast In Math*.
mate of woman.— G. W. Curtis.
All the e men have their price.— Too MUCH rest iteelf becomes a pain.
Cured
Of the issue of 3,000,000,000of Co- Robert Walpole. Spoken of the oppo —Hooter.
ani-taUfM wkaLM kaa done foe them. Any hunbian poptege stamps, 1^00, 000, 060. filtlonin the House of Commons.
one doubtingthis statementcan wfffa, 1 will remain unsold.
After thunder follows rain.— Socragladly answer. Tours with great reaped.
Curiosity Is one of the permanent tes, when Xantlppe emptied a basin of
G. 8. Yerdeo, (Merchant.)
and certain cbaracteristlos of a vigor- slope from a window on his head.
luHothrrl
At MragglsU, SO tout aua< fl.OOttaa.
From the summit of the pyramids
ous intellect.—Johmoa.
-InTattOs'
Qslis >0 HssKh" frw Oamnltstlna
fins.
Dr. Kilmer O Oo., - Binghamton, N. Y
France now has 448,000 places for forty centuries look down upon you.—
Napoleon at the battle of the Pyradon’t be put off with
fores «wa susposiuou."
Dr. WkMr’s U AD
0>m Pftoa. the sale cf liquor, an Increase of nearly mids.
rloraoode.
00, (XX) in twenty years.
. Trial Sea Fraa. — A! DntfilsU IS Ceats.
BecauseIt feeebss the seat •( OseoM la
MV
jvnvwMBtt.
It is only the first step that costs.—
Plowing a horse with a big tore on
the blued By pvrlfrin r, vitalizingand
his shoulderis a poor indication of a Mme. du Dcffand, in a letter to Horace
VALTEI IAKB ft fiMMOtfSTEI.
enriching the blood. It expels every
Walpole.
sound moral character.
talat of Scrofula,Catanh, MaUrU, etc .
The man who always seeks the most
Love never dies of starvation,but
sod so renovate* and strengthens tho
comfortable seat In church Is not al- , often of indigestion.— Mile. Ninon de
test
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through

It

the whole sys-

tem, os to enable It to throw off futare

dislike monkeys; they always remind
ind me of poor relation*.—Heenry

tucks of

Luttrell.

B sofTs. and only Hood’s, because

I

We

have mode

disease. Be sure to get

a compact with

death.— Claude B&zire, French Revolutionist.

CAN drive a ocach and six through
Parliament.—Daniel
every act
O’Conne'L

Hood’sN>Cures

I

Hootf't Fills core til Uver
acbe.

Jaundice. Indigestion.

Ills,Blok Hesd-

Tryahox. 330.

C.N.U.

tnaasamsiss

_

wl

shippingrye an<r wood, keeps
office, and nllowa the patrons of

*

Upon receipt of your address and
fifteen cents in postage stamps, we
Cranai»J4|
gce t0 8e]ect their own mall.
mail you prepaid our Souyerir PortThe old board of directors of the have been informed that Mr. Davison folio of the World’s Columbian
sent
in
this
statement
in
the
form
of
National Bank has been re-elected.
Exposition. The regular price IsFlfty
The examination of John Verhoeks an affidavit.
cents, but as we want you to have one
and Henry Sickman, charged with
we make the price nominal. Yon will
Saugatuck.
burglary, was begun before Justice
find it a work of art and a thing to be
Pagelson Monday and continued to
By gathering fluurer from the dif? prized. It contains full page flews
the 29th inst.|MiBHHiiBiBBHi ferent places of shipment it appears of the great buildings, with descripIWbtme: The Congregational,Met- that there was shipped by boat from tions or same, and Is executedin highhodist and Presbyterian congrega- Saugatuck apd Ganges townships a est style of art. If not satisfied with
tions held union prayer meetings in total of one and a half millions of fifth
the Presbyterianchurch another baskets, or 300,000 bushels of peaches.
The shipment by rail from New Richweek.
mond and FennylUe will aggregate
The Second Ref. church was so crow- about the same amount, making a to- Chicago, 111.
ded Sunday evening that many had to tal of 3,000,000 fifth baskets,as the
Bneklen’8Arnica Salve
be turned away. The services were product of the six townships Lakeconducted bv Rev. J. Lamar of Grand town, Saugatuck, Ganges, Casco, ManThe Best Salve in the world for
Rapids assisted by Theol. student C. lius and Clyde. The net returns to Cuts, Bruises, Sores, Ulcere, SaltM. Steffens.Eighteen new members the growers of this fruit was above
Rheum, Fever Sore. Tetter, Chapped
were received into the church in the
Hands, Chilblains Corns, and all skin
m lllion dollars.
morning.
James Elliot has made a model for a Eruption,and positively cures Plies,
Hunters started up a bear near Fer- new river boat for Cant. R.
~ C. Brl
Brittain or no pay required. It is guaranteed
rysburg and succeeded in wounding it,
and we understand has already corn- to give perfect satisfaction,or money
refunded.
Price 25 cente per box.
but did not capture the animal.
idea.
raenced building operations. She will
Dr. E. P. Cummings has sold his be a stern wheeler, and Capt. Brittain For sale by Heber Walsh “The Drugfine fruit farm near Rosy Mound to is investigating the merits of a gas en- gist.’
.
G. Gringhuis, the clothier.
gine for propelling power.
tterinan Nyland is on a trip through
Mrs. Fred Wade has left for St. AnNewspapers and Periodicals
Kentucky and Tennesse, in the inter- drew Bay, Florida, for her health, and
est of the Grand Haven Leather Co.
to avoid the changeable weather of
Can be obtained at reduced rates of

We

The Cause and

Its Lesson.

?

Why did he commit suicide
Oh ! for
the same retson tlui thousandsof others are
on the verge of the same sin, or in immediate danger of insanity, paralysis, idiocy,
or some other eoually unfortunateresult of
any nervous aflection.He knew he was
afflictedwith a nervous disorder, but
careless,amnremly indifferent to the out
____
oome_ ; or
lie m >y ba,ve lessened his chances
for recovery by treatingwith physicians
who had little or no knowledge of such affections,or by deluging him .• f with worthless so-called remedies. Hu case was a sad
oqe, but no worse than that of any other
nervous sufferer,who has nervous or sick
headache,biliousness,dizziness, irritability,
melancholy, failingmemory, hot flashes,
fainting, sleeplessness, nervous dyspepsia,
sexual debility,epilepsy, etc. The same or
similar consequencesare likely to result to
any one who has any of these advance
symptoms of an awful end. Do not hesitate
in getting rid of them by intelligent treatment. Dr. Franklin Miles, the celebrated
specialist,has studied nervous diseases over
20 years, and has discoveredthe only reliable remedy for them. Thousands of voluntary testimonials prove the virtues of Dv.
Miles’ Restorative Nervine.
Alonso Barker, of Clinton, N. Y., wrltss: "I
was so afflicted with extreme nerrowneu that

.

City

Martlet

Wm. Van derVeere.

THE SEASON

CHOICE

UVEEA-TSThe Best

in the

120,000

the last part of a Michigan winter.

Allegan County.

and wm cured. It U with pleasureI recommend
this wonderful remedy for nervous troubles.”
The vexed question of 'which faction
“ I had been a great suffererfrom chronic
C.
headache until I began, about four months ago,
of the United BrethrenoChurch shall
to use or.
newormuvo nervine
nuurui*,
Dr. stiles
Milea’Restorative
Nervine and
Plus,
have control of the church property in
Holland, Mich., May 6, 1891. 15tf since which time I have not had a headache.
Michigan, is not yet decided, perhaps.
Several of my Wends are using Dr. Miles' Remedies, and And them, as I did, to be more than
Dissatisfied with certain proceedings
Glottilno Cleaned and Repaired you claim for them.”-Mrs. Mary Kilter, Los

De Keyzer,

The river steamer Barrett has been
seized on a judgment executionissued
from the Kent circuit court in favor of the opposing attorney,before the
of T. Stewart White and Thomas supreme court at Lansing,Judge Wil— at—
• Hefferan. The Barrett belongs to the liams has made a motion for a rehearValley City Transportation companv, ing of the case, which he believes will
Scheerhoorn & Kloosterman,
against which White and Hefferanob- be granted.
tained a judgement for $172.30 and
Wayland township has expended River near 9th
Holland.
costs. The suit was to collect rent
over 86,000 in the past ten years in
for dockage.
special improvements upon the highGrand Haven has ten attorneys.
ways. That is the reason people who
drive over their fine graveled roads
Port Sheldon.
say they are the best in the county.
Bird are.
ting the last two weeks has caused an building a steamer of 109 feet keel for
unprecedented thing here. Cha’s Anys passenger and freight trade between
ploughed over four acres last week on Saugatuck and Chicago; also a tug of
60 feet keel for service in that vicinity.
the farm of Cha's Daring.
' C. B. Cook has received his new R. C. Brittain has underway a tug of
Harrow, and took advantage of the 65 feet keel for the engine of the dismild weather to test its efficiency. It mantled Willie Brown, and contem-

mi
iviv
MflGIG

vuuun .
GEGERY.
i
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W BHBANTED TO CURI ALL KINDS Of HEADACHE. CO
NO POISONS. HAS NO

EQUAL.8

AN OFFER : Cut

)

CAW

accommodatethe

people..

kOKKM

Gentlemen: Before putting your
motion to adjourn— before doing that,
______ _____
______
which,
In all probability,
nrobabilltv.will
be the
last act of the board, I desire with
your permission to recall a few incidents In the doings of this board the

u u n n & 1 11., woo uve dm nearly fifty yean’
experienceIn the patent traslnosa.
Com
most. CommantcoHnndlmok of Inti onawtrict ly confidential.
A ___________
formationconcerning Fatenta and bow to ob.
ttin --them aent free.
ci '
- w. Also a catalogue
of mechanical and scientificbooks sent free.
Patents taken throughMann ft Co. receive
special notice in the HclenttflcAmerican, and
tbas are brought widely before the public without cost to the Inrentor. This splendidpaper,
Issued weekly, elegantly Illustrated,has by far the
largest circulation of any scientificwork In the
world. *3 a year, fismplecopies sent free.
Building EMItloo, monthly, fiso a year. Single
copies, tlo cents. Erery number containsbeautiful plates, m colors, and photographs of new
bouses, with plans, enablingbuilders to show the
latest designs and secure contracts.Address
MUNN ft oo, New Yoke, 361 Bboadwat.
---

-

-----

Buckwheat

present year.
1 think you will all agree with me
that it is no exaggerationto say that
at the beginning of the year never before was an Ottawa County Board of
Among those of our citizens who at- Supervisors confrontedwith So impo
tended Washington Gardner’s lecture tant a work. It is true the people ha
at Holland on Thursday evening we placed at our disposal the means for
note: Frank Boonstra,
_ ...
a, P. ____
Brusse,
A. erecting a new County Court House
Lahuis, Wm. and Henry De Pree.Wm. and for remodeling the Jail, but they
De Kruif, Prof. Petrie, and Miss Kate also looked to us for a wise and judiDen Herder. Citizens from here will cious expenditure of these means;
they looked to us for the adoptionof
do well to remember that whenever a
plans and specificationsof a building
party of ten or more wish to go to Holland for an evening, they can return that would come within the approprion the fast train which leaves Holland ation and up to the needs of the people. It Was in the face of these reat 9:30 p. m, which otherwise does not
sponsibilitiesthat many of us entered
stop here.

of

and comparing It with former years I
over the prospect of being post-mistress. A few days before she received must say you deserve to be congratunotice of her appointmentshe ex- lated on your business ability.
For looking after our legal rights
pressed herself that If they brought it
and
placing the proceedings of this
in her place she would kick It out in
______ before
before the
people in a concise
Board
*
the street. Strange, bow wise people
and intelligent manner, we are inwill change their minds.
debted to the county officers who have
Frank Wiley, son-in-law of ex-post- been associated with us in this work.
master Mountford, Is quite sick, and
I realizethat the next board has irathinks some of going to Chicago for
•rtantwork to do, yet I think we
treatment.Frank is a radical Demoive laid the foundations well.
crat, and the removal of Mr. MountAnd, lastly, consideringmy unfam*
ford makes him feel sore.
iliarlty with parliamentaryusages and
the courtesy I have neverthelessreceived from- each and every member
looking after the diptheria case at R. of this board, I feel I have been dealt
with in a friendly’manner. I assure you
D. Bacon’s.
I shall Always recall these thoughts
F. A. Volmer, our genial station with fond. remembrance.
agent, is in receipt of a letter from
CongressmanGeo. F. Richardson, in
During the HolidaysGold and Silver
- which it is stated that one G. W. Da‘vison sent in a statement that Mr. Spectacles at reduced prices,at
H. WYKHUYSEN.
Mountfordhad so many officesto attend to, that he cannot do any of them
You may
lest nights if you will
Justice. He said the postmasteris
.
_________
_ . W1
..heeler’s
Heart
ironda,”.
—
1
so Justice of the peace, town clerk, i take_“Adironda,
rocery-; and
it contains no Opium
health officer,fruit
ana Nerve Cure,
Ci
'-ult agent, grocerykeeper, and is also superintendingthe or Morphine.
_

HEADACHE.

(

j

IVIiotL.

charge. Highest price paid for

Wheat, Rye, Corn, Oats. Buckwheat and fia'lev
Elevator and Mill near H. Rotation at Zeeland, Mich.

H. H.

$500 REWARD
We

KARSTEN,

I

my

Uj“ above rowan! for any cage of
Liver Com plaint Dyspepsia, Sick heuoache. IndigestionConstipation,or Costive, <ess cannot
will

Wm. BRUSSE &

cure with Dr. West's VegetableLiver Pills,
when ths directionsare .trictly crmiplld with
They are purely Vegetable,and never fail to tive
satisfaction.Sugar coated. Large boxes 25c.
Beware of counterfeits aud imitations. The
genuinemanufacturedonly by THE JOHN C.
..

-III.

Chicago,

CO.
i

Tailors

41-1

RUTGERS

and

Mens’

Our Winter
Stock of

•

Underwear
is

Leather Boots for Men and Boys
9. These goods we close out

now

in

ready

and
for inspection.

GoiwGttlt!]

at

Store,

Holland, Michigan.

‘

I have taken pains to review the
commenced again Monday.
Miss Gokey seems to be much elated work done by the differentcommittees

_______

:W:;1

Given in exchange for a
bushel of wheat.

Unclean Wheat purified fre6

ONE-HALF OF COST.

ms

ideal Oil

1893.

Hr

To

Is

Roller

HARDWARE

Farmers!

Be sore and look well this season to jonr own
your Hay Loaders and other

Bank,

without exception

Handsomest,
Most Effective

*’

ttafi Book Island Rake end
Hay Loader combined, which Is far ahead of any — *-hat*
— al1 ready
thing yet•offered In this vicinity. It
____ ,
been tested, to the best satisfaction,by one of
onr largest fanners lo Fillmore. Klaas Dykhais. Special attention is called
He prefersit far above the Keystone.
Gasoline Stoves.
Also something new iu the Hay unloading line,

“

WITH

NicHe

the

Intercat*, In buying
farming tools.
I keep at present

School

al*.
___

that cures

•

-

A LINE OF

upon our duties with considerable The sizes run up to No.

Hubert Pelgrim, health officer of
this township, was in town to-day

REMEDY

of the best flour

CLOSING OUT

furniture factory held Its annual timidity; that is, weJiad no doubt but
meeting this week and declared a fair that we would get through the work
dividend among its stockholders.
somehow, but to give the people a
building acceptable to them and esWest Olive.
pecially to the people of Grand Haven
Arthur, the oldest son of R. D. Ba- who were so generous in their donacon, is sick with diptheria. Dr. Wm, tion, was the ambition of this Board.
But at the present time, as we view
J. J. Bruinsma is in attendance.
this structure from every direction on
D. S. Morehouse’sfamily have been
the outside: as we enter and inspect
very sick, and Mrs. M. Is still poorly in
every departmentfrom basement to
hear*
tower; as we take the opinions of
James Foster, a former resident of those best capable of judging; as we
this place, is making old friends a vis- take the expression of satisfaction
it.
from the citizens of Grand Haven, I
The C. & W. M. charges so much for say wc should all feel proud that wc
freight, that the farmers draws the had something to do in the directing
most of their wood to town with teams. of this work.

‘

f|

Furnishers.

__

th

‘

<

ground, and Buckwheat Flour sold or exchanged; warranted t'
be prime. Pearl Barley manufactured.

36 pounds

ARB

___

During the morning services at the
First H. C. Kef. church, last Sunday,
the catechise collection was stolen
from the collection box in the chapel.
—Expositor.

The

for the

(I

Clothiers,

dictory:

,

call

KARSTEN,

Zeeland,

DBTAIW A PATENT f

I

HOLLAND, MICH. WEST CO

This year the C.&W. M. thought 7 or 8
Chairman Molloy, in bringing the
dollars was not enough for the use of
a car to Holland, ana they raised the January sessiou of the board of suprates and the consequence is that no
ervisors to a close, departed somewhat
wood is hauled to the station at West
from the usual course by addressing to
Olive.
his colleagues the following neat vale-

—

us create a

(

Fried at the Drug Store 25 Cents.
Will Z. Banos, Pharmacist. Grand Rapids, Mich.

H. H.

GROSE,

Mrs

|

NT AIK

cost.

Fancy Yams

;

;

this out and take Ik to your nearest drugiat. If he does not keep “Magic Celeby" send us his ad. (
dress and exactly what hot told you, and we will sstd
you a puokage free of
,<

For

MyinisHtsierj

prayer meetings every evening
week were having an attendance
known for years,,
such as has not been
-----------the attendance comfortably filling the
church, the chapel not being able to

help

will

1893-’94.

and

The

Who

The Remedy tor Headache.

Pall Season.

coming exceedinglywarm among the
Fancy Goods. Also a
J. Estele has started on his new farmers, and red. hot in some of the
house and the frame is up. It will be villages.
nice line of
another improvementon the Pigeon
Three members of the present board
road. The time of the board shanty J supervisorsare candidatesfor the
is past and the modern house is takRepublican nomination for register of
ing its place.
deeds next fall. They are the Messrs.
“Jack Frost,” the winter highway Nash of Clyde, Klomparens of FillFascinators,
commissioner, has been in his glory more and Lillie of Hopkins.
for a week or two and put our roads in
By a vote of 16 to 6 the board of sup etc. Call and see us before
prime condition, at least one should ervisors refused to permit the people
Judge so by the scores of teams that of the county to vote upon the ques- purchasing elsewhere.
pass over them hauling wood to the
of adopting the county road sys.. Holland,
________
_ ^hichvmust tion
city of
ail of
tem. This was disappointing to some
make the merchants of- that city of the friends of gooa roads.
J. B.
smile, while the merchants of West
The
Plainwell
Church
Furniture
Co.
Olive draw long faces, inasmnch as
Eighth St., two doors west of City Hotel.
most of the hauling is done by those has filed articles of association.
The
capital
of
the
company
is
810.000.
that used to ship their wood by rail.

Zeeiand.

M
1

5M*

Sold by all druggists.

proved a perfect success and all who plates building a fishing tug.
Business.
The new Maccabee band of Douglas
saw it working said it was just the
will comprise fourteen pieces.
thing for our light soil.
We call the attention of all
Allegan county has twenty-one saOur town treasurer Wybe Nlenhuis
the ladies in Holland and viheld office at the house of John Anys loons.
The revival at the Douglas M. E. cinity to fcur new stock of
the bridge turned out and paid their church continues with unabated intaxes, all except 4 or 5. He also held terest. The house is filled to overOffice at West Olive Jan 8, and all who flowing at each service.
could, took time by the forelockand
The local option campaign Is besaved their extra collectionfees.

i

Tribune. Plymouth. Pa.,
My wife waa cured of sick headache oi
years’ standing by the use of Dr. Mills'
RestorativeNervine.She hu recommended it to
her friends, and they all praise It highly.”
Dr. MUes' Restorative Nervine u sold by all
druggistson a positiveguarantee, or sent direct
by the Dr. Miles Medical Co., Elkhart, Ind., on
receiptof price, per bottle, six bottlesfor 85,
express prepaid. It is positively free from opiates
or dangerous drugs. Dr. Miles' Pills, 50 doses,
28 cents. Free book at druggists, or by mall.
: “

many

At Saugatuck Rogers &

The mild weather we have been get-

to our customers the
coming year.

H.’ Cap well, editor

writea

St.

last

Market.

Oor. BJightn and. Fisli St.

In the

Clark of the Y. M. C. A. will be one of
the speakers.

Meat

,

f

‘

A mass meeting for men will be held
Opera House next Sunday afternoon. The meeting will be led by
C. M. Steffens, and state secretary

1

theof-

J.B. You Oort.
to new

with which yoa can nnload yonr grain as well as
yonr bay.
The AmericanCultivatorand Seeder and Bean
Pnller Combined. Will pull from 8 to 10 acres
In one day.
The Amerioan
Harrow and Pulveriser.
Also the North Moleter Spring Tooth Harrow, This last is the latest and most imall steel. No loading up of dirt.
proved Gasoline Steve in
The Flve-t-wth Cultivator,all steel.
the market.
fee, Dc
Double BhovLand Boilers, Plows, Hay Rales,
elI and Three S
Shovel Cultivators,Hay
Hay Forks and
Hay Attachmeita.
a full line of Oil Stoves.
I also keep on band a fall line of Baggies,Road
n, and Carts.
Carts
ad Farm Wsgons,
Particular..^ntlonls
attentionIs calk
called to my tew Patent Doable Truss Brace, which I now pat on all
my wagons, and of which I am the sole propfetor
for this City. This Is the only true truss brace
made. No extra charge.Upon short notice IflH
every order In the Wagon and Blacksmithline.
Carriageand Wagon Painting done In the most
The celebrated Faints ot Heath <& Milsatisfactory
^ ..
At Wholesale and Betall-a fbll line of Iron
Ugan are kept on hand, In all

"Aurora" and

"New Aurora."

DM

.

—

Also

—

—
.

PAINTS.

manner.

Convenient

.

shades and colors.

boy all kinds of Furs, and keep a fall line of
Bee Supplies.
___
All
ths above
ubo' goods I -willsell at close margin,
for Cash, or goon Bankable paper.
Thankingyou for your rast psttooagsI solicit
yonr furthertrade daring the ensuing season.
1
__

Heater tor individualrooms.

iWe are prepared

to

prove

A new

this.

J.

““"'Kanters Bros.

MEOUTE,

Flieman.

Warelnuse and Shop on
River Street, Holland, Mich.

substance for floor painting.
Dries bone-hard in one night, is .
free from tack, and durable

J. .B

VAN OORT.

HclladirMich., March

24,

1892.'

•
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